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Abstrat. In this hapter we review reent theoretial work on the statistial physis
of error orreting odes. We disuss the typial performane of four families of error-
orreting odes based on very sparse linear transformations: Sourlas odes, Gallager
odes, MaKay-Neal odes and Casading odes. By mapping the deoding problem
onto Ising spin systems with multi-spins interations we are able to alulate averages
over ode onstrutions, messages and noise. We nd, as the noise level inreases,
a phase transition between suessful deoding and failure phases. This phase
transition oinides with upper bounds derived in the information theory literature
in most ases. We relate the pratial deoding algorithm known as probability
propagation to the task of nding loal minima of a free-energy. We show that pratial
deoding thresholds orrespond to noise levels where suboptimal minima of the free-
energy emerge. Simulation results of pratial deoding senarios using probability
propagation agree with theoretial preditions of the statistial physis approah. The
typial performane predited by the phase transition piture is shown to be attainable
only in omputating times that grow exponentially with the message size. We use some
of the physial insights obtained to design a method to alulate the performane and
optimize parameters of asading odes.
{ To whom 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1. Introdution
1.1. Error-orretion
The way we ommuniate has been deeply transformed during the twentieth entury.
Telegraph, telephone, radio and television tehnologies have brought to reality
instantaneous long distane ommuniation. Satellite and digital tehnologies have made
global high-delity ommuniation possible.
Two obvious ommon features of modern digital ommuniation systems are that
typially the message to be transmitted (e.g. images, text, omputer programs) is
redundant and the medium used for transmission (e.g. deep-spae, atmosphere, optial
bres, et...) is noisy. The key issues in modern ommuniation are, therefore,
saving storage spae and omputing time by eliminating redundanies (soure oding
or ompression) and making transmissions reliable by employing error orretion
tehniques (hannel oding). Shannon was one of the rst to point out these key
issues. His inuential 1948 papers [Sha48℄ proved general results on the natural limits
of ompression and error-orretion by setting up the framework to what is now known
as information theory.
Shannon's hannel oding theorem states that error-free ommuniation is possible
if some redundany is added to the original message in the enoding proess. A
message enoded at rates R (message information ontent/ode-word length) up to
the hannel apaity C
hannel
an be deoded with a probability of error that deays
exponentially with the message length. Shannons proof was non-onstrutive and
assumed enoding with unstrutured random odes and impratial (non-polynomial
time) [CT91℄ deoding shemes. Finding pratial odes apable of reahing the natural
oding limits is one of the entral issues in oding theory.
To illustrate the diÆulties that may arise when trying to onstrut high
performane odes from rst priniples, we an use a simple geometri illustration. On
the top left of Fig.1 we represent the spae of words (a message is a sequene of words),
eah irle represents one sequene of binary bits. The word to be sent is represented by
a blak irle in the left side gure. Corruption by noise in the hannel is represented in
the top right gure as a drift in the original word loation. The irle around eah word
represent spheres that provide a deision boundary for eah partiular word, any signal
inside a ertain deision region is reognized as representing the word at the enter of
the sphere. In the ase depited in Fig.1 the drift aused by noise plaes the reeived
word within the deision boundary of another word vetor, ausing a transmission error.
Error-orretion odes are based on mapping the original spae of words onto a higher
dimensional spae in a way that the typial distane between enoded words (odewords)
inreases. If the original spae is transformed, the same drift shown in the top of Fig.1 is
insuÆient to push the reeived signal outside the deision boundary of the transmitted
odeword (bottom gure).
Based on this simple piture we an formulate general designing riteria for good
error-orreting odes: odewords must be short sequenes of binary digits (for fast
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Figure 1. In the top gure we illustrate what happens when a word is transmitted
without error-orretion. White irles represent possible word vetors, the blak irle
represents the word to be sent. The hannel noise auses orruption of the original
word that is represented by a drift in the top right piture. The dashed irles indiate
deision boundaries in the reeiver; in the ase depited, noise orruption leads to a
transmission error. In the bottom gure we show qualitatively the error orretion
mehanism. The redundant information hanges the spae geometry, inreasing the
distane between words. The same drift as in the top gure does not result in a
transmission error.
transmission), the ode must allow for a large number of odewords (for a large set
of words) and deision spheres must be as large as possible (for large error-orretion
apability). The general oding problem onsists of optimizing one of these oniting
requirements given the other two. So, for example, if the dimension of the lattie and
diameter of deision spheres are xed, the problem is nding the lattie geometry that
allows the densest possible sphere paking. This sphere paking problem is inluded
in the famous list of problems introdued by Hilbert (it is atually part of the 18th
problem). This problem an be solved for a very limited number of dimensions [CS98℄,
but is very diÆult in general. As a onsequene, onstrutive proedures are known
only for a limited number of small odes.
For long, the best pratial odes known were Reed-Solomon odes (RS), operating
in onjuntion with onvolutional odes (onatenated odes). The urrent tehnologial
standard are RS odes, proposed in 1960, found almost everywhere from ompat
disks to mobile phones and digital television. Conatenated odes are the urrent
standard in deep-spae missions (e.g. Galileo mission) [MS77, OO79℄. Reently, Turbo
odes [BGT93℄ have been proven to outperform onatenated odes and are beoming
inreasingly more ommon. These odes are omposed of two onvolutional odes
working in parallel and show pratial performane lose to Shannon's bound when
deoded with iterative methods known as probability propagation, rst studied in the
ontext of oding by Wiberg [Wib96℄.
Despite the suess of onatenated and Turbo odes, the urrent performane
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reord is owned by Gallager's low-density parity-hek odes, e.g., [Chu00, Dav99,
Dav98℄. Gallager odes were rst proposed in 1962 [Gal62, Gal63℄ and then were all
but forgotten soon after due to omputational limitations of the time and due to the
suess of onvolutional odes.
To give an idea of how parity-hek odes operate, we exemplify with the simplest
ode of this type known as Hamming ode [Ham50℄ . A (7; 4) Hamming ode, where (7; 4)
stands for the number of bits in the odeword and input message respetively, operates
by adding 3 extra bits for eah 4 message bits, this is done by a linear transformation
G, alled the generator matrix, represented by:
G =
0
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 1 1 1
1 0 1 1
1 1 0 1
1
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
A
: (1)
When the generator matrix G is applied to a digital message s = (s
1
; s
2
; s
3
; s
4
), we get
an enoded message dened by t = Gs omposed of 4 message bits plus redundant
information (parity-hek) as 3 extra bits t
5
= s
2
 s
3
 s
4
, t
6
= s
1
 s
3
 s
4
and
t
7
= s
1
 s
2
 s
4
( indiates binary sums). One interesting point to note is that the
transmitted message is suh that t
5
 s
2
 s
3
 s
4
= 0 and similarly for t
6
and t
7
, what
allows diret hek of single orrupted bits. The deoding proedure relies in a seond
operator, known as parity-hek matrix, with the property HG = 0. For the generator
(1) the parity-hek matrix has the following form:
H =
0
B

0 0 0 1 1 1 1
0 1 1 0 0 1 1
1 0 1 0 1 0 1
1
C
A
: (2)
The deoding proedure follows from the observation that the reeived message is
orrupted by noise as r = Gs  n. By applying the parity-hek matrix we get the
syndrome Hr = Hn = z. In the (7; 4) Hamming ode the syndrome vetor gives the
binary representation for the position of the bit where an error has ourred (e.g. if
n = (0; 0; 1; 0; 0; 0; 0), z = (0; 1; 1)). Due to this nie property deoding is trivial and
this ode is known as a perfet single-error-orreting ode [Hil86℄.
Codes in the low-density parity-hek family work along the same priniples as
the simple Hamming ode above, the main dierenes are that they are muh longer,
the parity-hek matrix is very sparse and multiple errors an be orreted. However,
low-density parity-hek odes are not perfet and the deoding problem is, in general,
signiantly more diÆult. Lukily, the sparseness of the matrix allows for the deoding
proess to be arried out by probability propagation methods similar to those employed
in Turbo odes. Throughout this hapter we onentrate on low-density parity-hek
odes (LDPC) that are state-of-the-art onerning performane and operate along simple
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priniples. We study four variations of LDPCs known as Sourlas odes, Gallager odes,
MaKay-Neal odes and asading odes.
1.2. Statistial physis of oding
The history of statistial physis appliation to error-orreting odes started in 1989
with a paper by Sourlas relating error-orreting odes to spin glass models [Sou89℄. He
showed that the Random Energy Model [Der81b, Saa98, DW99℄ an be thought of as
an ideal ode apable of saturating Shannon's bound at vanishing ode rates. He also
showed that the SK model [KS78℄ ould operate as a pratial ode.
In 1995, onvolutional odes were analyzed by employing the transfer-matrix
formalism and power series expansions [AL95℄.
In 1998, Sourlas work was extended for the ase of nite ode rates [KS99a, VSK99℄
by employing the replia method. Reently, Turbo odes were also analyzed using the
replia method [MS00, Mon00℄.
In this hapter we present the extension of Sourlas work together with the analysis of
other members in the family of low-density parity-hek odes. We rely mainly on replia
alulations [KMS00, MKSV00, VSK00b℄ and mean-eld methods [KS98, VSK00a℄. The
main idea is to develop the appliation of statistial physis tools for analyzing error-
orreting odes. A number of results obtained are rederivations of well known results
in information theory, while others put known results into a new perspetive.
The main dierenes between the statistial physis analysis and traditional results
in oding theory are: the emphasis on very large systems from the start (thermodynami
limit) and the alulation of ensemble typial performanes instead of worst ase bounds.
In this sense statistial physis tehniques are omplementary to traditional methods.
As a byprodut of our analysis we onnet the iterative deoding methods of probability
propagation with well known mean-eld tehniques, presenting a framework that might
allow a systemati improvement of deoding tehniques.
1.3. Outline
In the next setion we provide an overview of results and ideas from information
theory that are relevant for understanding of the forthoming setions. We also disuss
more deeply linear enoding and parity-hek deoding. We present the probability
propagation algorithm for omputing approximate marginal probabilities eÆiently and
nish by introduing the statistial physis point of view of the deoding problem.
In Setion 3, we investigate the performane of error-orreting odes based on
sparse generator matries proposed by Sourlas. We employ replia methods to alulate
the phase diagram for the system at nite ode rates. We then disuss the deoding
dynamis of the probability propagation algorithm. Sourlas odes are regarded as a rst
step towards developing tehniques to analyze other more pratial odes.
Setion 4 provides a statistial physis analysis for Gallager odes. These odes use
a dense generator and a sparse parity-hek matrix. The ode is mapped onto a K-body
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Figure 2. Mathematial model for a ommuniation system. Eah omponent is
disussed in the text.
interation spin system and typial performane is obtained using the replia method.
A mean-eld solution is also provided by mapping the problem onto a Bethe-like lattie
(Husimi atus), reovering, in the thermodynami limit, the replia symmetri results
and providing a very good approximation for nite systems of moderate size. We show
that the probability propagation deoding algorithm emerges naturally from the analysis
and its performane an be predited by studying the free-energy landsape. A simple
tehnique is introdued to provide upper bounds for the pratial performane.
In Setion 5 we investigate MaKay-Neal odes that are a variation of Gallager
odes. In these odes, deoding involves two very sparse parity-hek matries, one for
the signal with K non-zero elements in eah row and a seond for the noise with L
non-zero elements. We map MN odes onto a spin system with K+L interating spins.
The typial performane is again obtained by using a replia symmetri theory.
A statistial desription for the typial PP deoding proess for asading odes is
provided in Setion 6. We use this desription to optimize the onstrution parameters
of a simple ode of this type.
We lose this hapter in Setion 7 with onluding remarks. Appendies with
tehnial details are also provided.
2. Coding and Statistial Physis
2.1. Mathematial model for a ommuniation system
In his papers from 1948 [Sha48℄, Shannon introdued a mathematial model
(shematially represented in Fig.2) inorporating the most basi omponents of
ommuniation systems, he identied key problems and proved some general results.
In the following we will introdue the main omponents of Shannon's ommuniation
model, the mathematial objets involved as well as related general theorems.
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2.1.1. Data soure and sink A data soure an be disrete or ontinuous. A disrete
soure is dened by the pair (S; ), where S is a set of m symbols (alphabet) and  is a
probability measure over the spae of sequenes of symbols with any length (messages).
In general any disrete alphabet an be mapped onto sequenes of dlogme Boolean digits
f0; 1g. Continuous soures an always be made disrete at the expense of introduing
some distortion to the signal [CT91℄. A soure is memoryless if eah symbol in the
sequene is independent of the preeding and sueeding symbols. A data sink is simply
the reeiver of deoded messages.
2.1.2. Soure enoder and deoder Data soures usually generate redundant messages
that an be ompressed to vetors of shorter average length. Soure enoding, also
known as data ompression, is the proess of mapping sequenes of symbols from an
alphabet S onto a shorter representation A.
Shannon employed the statistial physis idea of entropy to measure the essential
information ontent of a message. As enuniated by Khinhin [Khi57℄, the entropy of
Shannon is dened as follows:
Denition 1 (Entropy) Let
 
a
1
a
2
   a
m
p
1
p
2
   p
m
!
be a nite sheme, where a
j
are mutually exlusive events and p
j
are assoiated
probabilities with
P
m
j=1
p
j
= 1. The entropy of the sheme in bits (or shannons) is
dened as
H
2
(A) =  
m
X
j=1
p
j
log
2
p
j
: (3)
The entropy is usually interpreted as the amount of information gained by removing
the unertainty and determining whih event atually ours.
Shannon [Sha48℄ posed and proved a theorem that establishes the maximal
shortening of a message by ompression as a funtion of its entropy. The ompression
oeÆient an be dened as   lim
N!1
hL
N
i=N , where N is the original message
length and hL
N
i is the average length of ompressed messages. As presented by
Khinhin [Khi57℄ the theorem states:
Theorem 1 (Soure ompression) Given a disrete soure with m symbols and
entropy of H bits, for any possible ompression ode, the ompression oeÆient is
suh that
H
log
2
m
 
and there exists a ode suh that
 <
H + 
log
2
m
;
for arbitrarily small .
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A ompression sheme that yields a oeÆient  within the bounds above, given that the
statistial struture  of the soure is known, was proposed in 1952 by Human [Huf52℄.
Several pratial algorithms are urrently known and the design of more eÆient and
robust shemes is still a very ative researh area [NG95℄.
2.1.3. Noisy hannels Message orruption during transmission an be desribed by
a probabilisti model dened by the onditional probability P (r j t) where t and r
represent transmitted and reeived messages respetively. We an assume that in any of
the hannels used, only one omponent t
j
, j = 1;    ;M of the original message is being
sent. If there is no interferene eets between omponents, the hannel is memoryless
and the onditional probability fatorizes as P (r j t) =
Q
M
j=1
P (r
j
j t
j
).
A memoryless hannel model is speied by (T ; P (r j t);R), where T and R are
input and output alphabets and P (r j t) transition probabilities. The information
needed to speify t given the reeived signal r is the onditional entropy:
H
2
(T j R) =  
X
r2R
P (r)
"
X
t2T
P (t j r)log
2
(P (t j r))
#
: (4)
The information on the original signal t onveyed by the reeived signal r is given by
the mutual information I(T ;R) = H
2
(T )   H
2
(T j R), where H
2
(T ) is dened in (3).
The maximal information per bit that the hannel an transport denes the hannel
apaity [CT91℄.
Denition 2 (Channel apaity) Given the hannel model, the hannel apaity is
C
hannel
= max
P (t)
I(T ;R);
where I(T ;R) is understood as a funtional of the transmitted bits distribution P (t).
Thus, for example, if C
hannel
= 1=2, in the best ase, 2 bits must be transmitted for eah
bit sent.
The following hannel model (see [Ma99, Ma00a℄) is of partiular interest in this
hapter:
Denition 3 (Binary symmetri hannel) The memoryless binary symmetri han-
nel (BSC) is dened by binary input and output alphabets T = R = f0; 1g and by the
onditional probability
P (r 6= t j t) = p P (r = t j t) = 1  p: (5)
The hannel apaity of a BSC is given by
C
BSC
= 1 H
2
(p) = 1 + p log (p) + (1  p) log (1  p)
In the urrent hapter we onentrate on the binary symmetri hannel due to its
simpliity and straightforward mapping onto an Ising spin system. However, there are
several other hannel types that have been examined in the literature, and that play an
inportant role in pratial appliations [OO79, CT91℄. The most important of these is
arguably the Gaussian hannel; most of the analysis presented in this hapter an be
arried out in the ase of the Gaussian hannel as demonstrated in [KS99a, VSK99℄.
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Figure 3. Codebook for the (7; 4) Hamming ode dened by (1).
2.1.4. Channel enoder and deoder Highly reliable ommuniation is possible even
through noisy hannels. It an be ahieved by proteting a message with redundant
information using a hannel enoder dened as:
Denition 4 ((2
N
;M) Code) A ode of rate R = N=M is an indexed list (odebook)
of 2
N
odewords t(i) 2 T eah of length M . Eah index i in the odebook orresponds
to a possible sequene of message bits.
In a digital system, a ode an be regarded as a map of representations of 2
N
symbols
as Boolean sequenes of N bits onto Boolean sequenes of M bits. In Fig.3 we show the
odebook for the Hamming ode dened by (1) that is a (2
4
; 7) ode. Eah sequene of
N = 4 message bits is indexed and onverted in a odeword with M = 7 bits.
A deoding funtion g is a map of a hannel output r 2 R bak into a odeword.
The probability that a symbol i is deoded inorretly is given by the probability of blok
error:
p
Blok
= Pfg(r) 6= i j t = t(i)g: (6)
The average probability that a deoded bit bs
j
= g
j
(r) fails to reprodue the original
message bits is the probability of bit error:
p
b
=
1
N
N
X
j=1
Pfbs
j
6= s
j
g: (7)
Shannon's oding theorem is as follows [CT91, Ma00a℄:
Theorem 2 (Channel oding) The aÆrmative part of the theorem states:
For every rate R < C
hannel
, there exists a sequene of (2
MR
;M) odes with
maximum probability of blok error p
(M)
Blok
! 0. Conversely, any sequene of (2
MR
;M)
odes with p
(M)
Blok
! 0 must have R  C
hannel
.
The negative part of the theorem is a orollary of the aÆrmative part and states:
Error free ommuniation above the apaity C
hannel
is impossible. It is not possible
to ahieve a rate R with probability of bit error smaller than
p
b
(R) = H
 1
2

1 
C
hannel
R

: (8)
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This non-onstrutive theorem is obtained by assuming ensembles of random odes
and impratial deoding shemes. No pratial oding sheme (i.e. that an be enoded
and deoded in polynomial time) that saturates the hannel apaity is known to date.
As Shannon's proof does not deal with omplexity issues, there is no guarantee that
suh pratial sheme exists at all.
2.2. Linear error-orreting odes and the deoding problem
Linear error-orretion odes add redundany to the original message s 2 f0; 1g
N
through a linear map like:
t = Gs (mod 2); (9)
where G is an M N Boolean matrix. The reeived message r = t+ n is a orrupted
version of the transmitted message. In the simplest form, optimal deoding onsists of
nding an optimal estimate
b
s(r) assuming a model for the noisy hannel P (r j t) and
a prior distribution for the message soure P (s).
The denition of the optimal estimator depends on the partiular task and loss
funtion assumed. An optimal estimator is dened as follows (see [Iba99℄ and referenes
therein):
Denition 5 (Optimal estimator) An optimal estimator
b
s(r) for a loss funtion
L(s;
b
s(r)) minimizes the average of L in relation to the posterior distribution P (s j r).
A posterior probability of messages given the orrupted message reeived an be easily
found by applying Bayes theorem:
P (s j r) =
P (r j t) Æ (t;Gs)P (s)
P
s
P (r j t) Æ (t;Gs)P (s)
; (10)
where Æ(x; y) = 1 if x = y and Æ(x; y) = 0, otherwise.
If we dene our task to be the deoding of perfetly orret messages (i.e. we
are interested in minimizing the probability of blok error p
Blok
), we have to employ a
two-valued loss funtion that identies single mismathes:
L(s;
b
s(r)) = 1 
M
Y
j=1
Æ(s
j
; bs
j
): (11)
An optimal estimator for this loss funtion must minimize the following:
hL(s;
b
s(r))i
P (sjr)
=
X
s
P (s j r)L(s;
b
s(r))
= 1 
X
s
P (s j r)
M
Y
j=1
Æ(s
j
; bs
j
)
= 1  P (
b
s j r): (12)
Clearly, the optimal estimator in this ase is
b
s = argmax
S
P (s j r). This estimator is
often alled the Maximum a Posteriori estimator or simply MAP.
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If we tolerate a ertain degree of error in the deoded message (i.e. we are instead
interested in minimizing the probability of bit error p
b
), the loss funtion has to be an
error ounter like:
L(s;
b
s(r)) =  
M
X
j=1
s
j
bs
j
; (13)
where we assume for simpliity the binary alphabet s 2 f1g
N
. The optimal estimator
must minimize the following:
hL(s;
b
s(r))i
P (sjr)
=  
M
X
j=1
hs
j
i
P (sjr)
bs
j
: (14)
An obvious hoie for the estimator is
bs
j
=
hs
j
i
P (sjr)
j hs
j
i
P (sjr)
j
= sgn(hs
j
i
P (sjr)
)
= argmax
s
j
P (s
j
j r); (15)
where P (s
j
j r) =
P
fs
k
:k 6=jg
P (s j r) is the marginal posterior distribution. As suggested
by Eq.(15), this estimator is often alled the Marginal Posterior Maximizer or MPM for
short.
Deoding, namely, the omputation of estimators, beomes a hard task, in general,
as the message size inreases. The MAP estimator requires nding a global maximum of
the posterior over a spae with 2
N
points and the MPM estimator requires to ompute
long summations of 2
N 1
terms for nding the two valued marginal posterior. The
exponential saling makes a nave brute fore evaluation quikly impratial, at least
in . An alternative is to use approximate methods to evaluate posteriors, popular
methods are Monte-Carlo sampling and the omputationally more eÆient probability
propagation. In the sequene we will disuss the latter.
2.3. Probability propagation algorithm
The probabilisti dependenies existing in a ode an be represented as a bipartite
graph [Lau96℄ where nodes in one layer orrespond to the M reeived bits r

and nodes
in the other layer to the N message bits s
j
. The onnetions between the two layers
are speied by the generator matrix G. Deoding requires evaluation of posterior
probabilities when the reeived bits r are known (evidene).
The evaluation of the MPM estimator requires the omputation of the following
marginal joint distribution:
P (s
j
; r) =
X
fs
i
:i6=jg
P (s j r)P (r)
=
X
fs
i
:i6=jg
P (r j s)P (s)
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Figure 4. Bayesian network representing a linear ode of rate 2/3. If there is an arrow
from a vertex s
j
to a vertex r

, s
j
is said to be a parent and r

is said to be a hild.
=
X
fs
i
:i6=jg
M
Y
=1
P (r

j s
i
1
   s
i
K
)
N
Y
j=1
P (s
j
); (16)
where s
i
1
   s
i
K
are message bits omposing the transmitted bit t

= (Gs)

=
s
i
1
     s
i
K
and r is the message reeived. Equation (16) shows a omplex partial
fatorization that depends on the struture of the generator matrix G. We an
enode this omplex partial fatorization on a direted graph known as a Bayesian
network [Pea88, CGH97, Jen96, KF98, AM00, Fre98, KFL01℄. As an example, we show
in Fig.4 a simple direted bipartite graph enoding the following joint distribution:
P (s
1
;    ; s
4
; r
1
;    ; r
6
) = P (r
1
j s
1
; s
2
; s
3
)P (r
2
j s
3
)P (r
3
j s
1
; s
2
)
 P (r
4
j s
3
; s
4
)P (r
5
j s
3
)P (r
6
j s
3
)
 P (s
1
)P (s
2
)P (s
3
)P (s
4
) (17)
The generator matrix for the ode in Fig.4 is:
G =
0
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

1 1 1 0
0 1 0 0
1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1
0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0
1
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
A
: (18)
Given r, an exat evaluation of the marginal joint distribution (16) in a spae of
binary variables s 2 f1g
N
would require (N +M)(2
N 1
  1) + 1 operations. In the
eighties Pearl [Pea88℄ proposed an iterative algorithm that requires O(N) omputational
steps to alulate approximate marginal probabilities using Bayesian networks. This
algorithm is known as belief propagation [Pea88℄, probability propagation [KF98℄,
generalized distributive law [AM00℄ or sum-produt algorithm [Fre98, KFL01℄ (see also
[OS01℄).
The probability propagation algorithm is exat when the Bayesian network
assoiated to the partiular problem is free of loops. To introdue the probability
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Figure 5. Marginal probabilities an be alulated exatly in a Bayesian hain. R-
messages ow from a hild to a parent and Q-messages ow from a parent to a hild.
propagation algorithm we start with the simple hain in Fig.5, whih represents the
following joint distribution:
p(s
1
; s
2
; s
3
; s
4
; s
5
) = p(s
1
)p(s
2
j s
1
)p(s
3
j s
2
)p(s
4
j s
3
)p(s
5
j s
4
): (19)
Suppose now that we would like to ompute p(s
3
), we would then have to ompute:
p(s
3
) =
X
s
1
;s
2
;s
4
;s
5
p(s
1
)p(s
2
j s
1
)p(s
3
j s
2
)p(s
4
j s
3
)p(s
5
j s
4
): (20)
A brute fore evaluation of (20) would take 5  (2
4
  1) + 1 = 61 operations in a
binary eld. The probability propagation algorithm redues signiantly the number of
operations needed by rationalizing the order in whih they are performed. For Fig.5 we
an start by marginalizing vertex s
5
and writing:
R
54
(s
4
) =
X
s
5
p(s
5
j s
4
): (21)
The funtion R
54
(s
4
) an be regarded as a vetor (a message) arrying information
about vertex s
5
. In a similar way we an write:
R
43
(s
3
) =
X
s
4
p(s
4
j s
3
)R
54
(s
4
): (22)
Again R
43
(s
3
) an be seen as a message arrying information about verties s
4
and s
5
.
Note that we an write (21) in the same form as (22) by assuming that R
5
(s
5
) = 1 if s
5
is not given or R
5
(s
5
) = Æ(s
5
; s

) if s
5
= s

, where Æ(x; y) = 1 if x = y and Æ(x; y) = 0,
otherwise.
We an also gather information from verties to the left of s
3
. Firstly, we marginalize
s
1
by introduing:
Q
12
(s
1
) = p(s
1
): (23)
We then propagate the message Q
12
(s
1
) to s
2
produing a new message:
Q
23
(s
2
) =
X
s
1
Q
12
(s
1
)p(s
2
j s
1
): (24)
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The marginal probability p(s
3
) an be nally omputed by :
p(s
3
) =
X
s
2
Q
23
(s
2
)R
43
(s
3
)p(s
3
j s
2
)
=
X
s
2
X
s
1
Q
12
(s
1
)p(s
2
j s
1
)
X
s
4
p(s
4
j s
3
)R
54
(s
4
)p(s
3
j s
2
)
=
X
s
2
X
s
1
p(s
1
)p(s
2
j s
1
)
X
s
4
p(s
4
j s
3
)
X
s
5
p(s
5
j s
4
)
=
X
s
1
;s
2
;s
4
;s
5
p(s
1
)p(s
2
j s
1
)p(s
3
j s
2
)p(s
4
j s
3
)p(s
5
j s
4
): (25)
The evaluation of p(s
3
) using probability propagation is exat and requires only 16
operations, muh less than the 61 operations required for the brute fore alulation.
A slightly more omplex situation is shown in Fig. 6 representing the following
joint distribution:
p(s
1
; :::; s
12
) = p(s
6
)p(s
8
)p(s
9
)p(s
10
)p(s
11
)p(s
12
)p(s
1
j s
10
)p(s
2
j s
11
; s
12
)
 p(s
3
j s
1
; s
2
; s
9
)p(s
4
j s
3
; s
8
)p(s
5
j s
3
; s
6
)p(s
7
j s
4
): (26)
Suppose that the variables are binary, s
7
and s
5
are given evidene verties and we
would like to ompute the marginal p(s
3
). A brute fore evaluation would require
11 (2
9
  1) + 1 = 5622 operations.
In general we an just initialize the messages with random values, or make use of
prior knowledge that may be available, and update the verties in a random order, but
this may require several iterations for onvergene to the orret values. In the partiular
ase of trees there is an obvious optimal sheduling that takes only one iteration per
vertex to onverge: start at the leaves (verties with a single edge onneted to them)
and proeed to the next internal level until the intended vertex. For the tree in Fig.6
the optimal shedule would be as follows:
 Q
11;2
; Q
12;2
; Q
10;1
; Q
65
; Q
93
; Q
84
and R
74
 Q
13
; Q
23
and R
43
; R
53
The Q-messages are just the prior probabilities:
Q
j
(s
j
) = p(s
j
); (27)
where j = 6; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12.
The R-message between s
7
and s
4
is:
R
74
(s
4
) =
X
s
7
R
7
(s
7
)p(s
7
j s
4
); (28)
where R
7
(s
7
) = Æ(s
7
; s

7
) and s

7
is the value xed by the evidene.
Following the shedule we have the following Q-messages:
Q
13
(s
1
) =
X
s
10
p(s
1
j s
10
)Q
10;1
(s
10
) (29)
Q
23
(s
2
) =
X
s
11
;s
12
p(s
2
j s
11
; s
12
)Q
11;2
(s
11
)Q
12;2
(s
12
): (30)
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Figure 6. Marginal probabilities also an be alulated exatly in a Bayesian tree.
νr
R
 js
µr
νµjQ j
js
µ
r
jµR
µ
iQ
 is
Figure 7. Left side: forward (Q) message from parent to hild. Right side: bakward
(R) message from hild to parent.
The remaining R-messages are:
R
43
(s
3
) =
X
s
4
;s
8
p(s
4
j s
3
; s
8
)Q
84
(s
8
)R
74
(s
4
) (31)
R
53
(s
3
) =
X
s
6
;s
5
p(s
5
j s
3
; s
6
)Q
65
(s
6
)R
5
(s
5
); (32)
where R
5
(s
5
) = Æ(s
5
; s

5
) and s

5
is the value xed by the evidene.
Finally we an fuse all the messages in the vertex s
3
as follows:
p(s
3
) =
X
s
1
;s
2
;s
9
p(s
3
j s
1
; s
2
; s
9
)Q
13
(s
1
)Q
23
(s
2
)R
43
(s
3
)R
53
(s
3
)Q
93
(s
9
): (33)
By substituting the expressions for the messages in (33) it is relatively straightforward
to verify that this expression gives the exat value for the marginal of (26). In this
ase the probability propagation algorithm requires only 432 operations against 5622
operations required by the brute fore evaluation.
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We an now summarize the rules for alulating the message that ows through a
partiular edge:
 Multiply all inoming messages by the loal probability table (for example: p(s
3
j
s
1
; s
2
; s
9
) for vertex s
3
) and sum over all verties not attahed to the edge that
arries the outgoing message.
 Both Q and R messages must be only funtions of the parent in the edge through
whih the message is owing.
Probability propagation is only exat if the Bayesian network assoiated has no
yles. However, we an blindly apply the same algorithm in a general graph hoping
that onvergene to a good approximation is attained. In this kind of appliation there is
no obvious optimal shedule and nodes an be updated serially, in parallel or randomly.
Before writing the probability propagation equations for a general graph let us
rst provide some denitions. Two verties s
j
and r

are adjaent if there is an edge
onneting them. If there is an arrow from s
j
to r

, s
j
is said to be a parent and r

a
hild. The hildren of s
j
are denoted by M(j) and the parents of r

are L(). Linear
odes are speied by bipartite graphs (like in Fig.4) where all parents are in one layer
and all hildren in the other layer. A message is a probability vetor Q = (Q
0
; Q
1
) with
Q
0
+ Q
1
= 1. The probability propagation algorithm in a bipartite graph operates by
passing messages between the two layers through the onnetion edges, rst forwards
from the top layer (parents) to the bottom layer (hildren), then bakwards, and so
on iteratively. Child-to-parent messages (bakward messages in Fig.4) are R-messages
denoted R
j
, while parent-to-hild messages (forward messages) are Q-messages denoted
by Q
j
.
With the help of Fig.7 using the algorithm above the forward (Q) messages between
a parent s
j
and hild r

are just (see also [Dav99℄):
Q
a
j
= P (S
j
= a j fJ

:  2 M(j)g) (34)
= 
j
p(s
j
= a)
Y
2M(j)n
R
a
j
; (35)
where 
j
is a required normalization,M(j) n stands for all elements in the set M(j)
exept .
Similarly we an get the expression for the bakward (R) messages between hild
r

and parent s
j
:
R
a
j
=
X
fs
i
:i2L()njg
P (r

j s
j
= a; fs
i
: i 2 L() n jg)
Y
i2L()nj
Q
s
i
i
: (36)
An approximation for the marginal posterior an be obtained by iterating Equations
(34) and (36) until onvergene or some stopping riteria is attained, and fusing all
inoming information to a parent node by alulating:
Q
a
j
= 
j
p(s
j
= a)
Y
2M(j)
R
a
j
; (37)
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where 
j
is a normalizationQ
a
j
is an approximation for the marginal posterior P (s
j
j r).
Initial onditions an be set to the prior probabilities Q
s
j
= p(s).
It is lear (see also [Pea88℄) that the probability propagation (PP) algorithm is
exat if the assoiated graph is a tree and that the onvergene for the exat marginal
posterior ours within a number of iterations proportional to the diameter of the
tree. However, graphs dening error-orreting odes always have yles and it has
been observed empirially that deoding with the PP algorithm also yields good results
[FM98, Che97℄ in spite of that.
There are a number of studies of probability propagation in loopy graphs with a
single yle [Wei97℄ and desribing Gaussian joint distributions [Fre99℄ but no denite
explanation for its good performane in this ase is known to date.
2.4. Low-density parity hek odes
Marginal posteriors an be alulated in O(NK) steps, where K is the average
onnetivity of a hild node, by using probability propagation. Therefore, the use of very
sparse generator matries (
P
j
G
j
= O(N)) seems favorable. Moreover, it is possible
to prove that the probability of a yle-free path of length l in a random graph deays
with O(K
l
=N), that indiates that small yles are harder to nd if the generator matrix
is very sparse and that PP deoding is expeted to provide better approximations for the
marginal posterior (no proof is known for this statement). Enoding is also faster if very
sparse matries are used, requiring O(N) operations. Despite the advantages, the use of
very sparse matries for enoding has the serious drawbak of produing odewords that
dier in onlyO(K) bits from eah other, what leads to a high probability of undetetable
errors. Codes with sparse generator matries are known as Sourlas odes and will be
our objet of study in the next Setion.
A solution for the bad distane properties of sparse generator odes is to use a dense
matrix for enoding (providing a minimum distane between odewords of O(N)), while
deoding is arried out in a very sparse graph, allowing eÆient use of PP deoding. The
method known as parity-hek deoding [Hil86, OO79℄ is suitable in this situation, as
enoding is performed by a generator matrix G, while deoding is done by transforming
the orrupted reeived vetor r = Gs+n (mod 2) with a suitable parity hek matrixH
having the propertyHG (mod 2) = 0, yielding the syndrome vetor z =Hn (mod 2) .
Deoding redues to nding the most probable vetor n when the syndrome vetor
z is known, namely, MPM estimates involve the alulation of the marginal posterior
P (n
j
j z). In [Ma99℄, MaKay proved that this deoding method an attain vanishing
blok error probabilities up to the hannel apaity if optimally deoded (not neessarily
pratially deoded).
This type of deoding is the basis for the three families of odes (Gallager, MaKay-
Neal and asading we study in this hapter.
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2.5. Deoding and statistial physis
The onnetion between spin systems in statistial physis and digital error orreting
odes, rst noted by Sourlas [Sou89℄, is based on the existene of a simple isomorphism
between the additive Boolean group (f0; 1g;) and the multipliative binary group
(f+1; 1g; ) dened by:
S X = ( 1)
sx
; (38)
where S;X 2 f+1; 1g and s; x 2 f0; 1g. Trough this isomorphism every addition
on the Boolean group orresponds to a unique produt on the binary group and vie-
versa. A parity-hek bit in a linear ode is usually formed by a Boolean sum of K
bits of the form
L
K
j=1
s
j
what an be mapped onto a K-spin oupling
Q
K
j=1
S
j
. The
same type of mapping an be applied to other error-orreting odes as onvolutional
odes [Sou94b, AL95℄ and Turbo odes [MS00, Mon00℄.
The deoding problem depends on posteriors like P (S j J), where J is the evidene
(reeived message or syndrome vetor). By applying Bayes' theorem this posterior an,
in general, be written in the form:
P

(S j J) =
1
Z(J)
exp [ln P

(J j S) + ln P

(S)℄ ; (39)
where  and  are hyper-parameters assumed to desribe features like the enoding
sheme, soure distribution and noise level. This form suggests the following family of
Gibbs measures:
P

(S j J) =
1
Z
exp [ H

(S;J)℄ (40)
H

(S;J) =   ln P

(J j S)  ln P

(S); (41)
where J an be regarded as quenhed disorder in the system. It is not diÆult to
see that the MAP estimator is represented by the ground state of the Hamiltonian
(40), i.e. by the sign of thermal averages
b
S
MAP
j
= sgn(hS
j
i
!1
) at zero temperature.
On the other hand the MPM estimator is provided by the sign of thermal averages
b
S
MPM
j
= sgn(hS
j
i
=1
) at temperature one. We have seen in that if we are onerned
with the probability of bit error p
e
the optimal hoie for an estimator is MPM, this is
equivalent to deoding at nite temperature  = 1, known as the Nishimori temperature
[Nis80, Nis93, Nis01, Ruj93℄.
The evaluation of typial quantities involves the alulation of averages over the
quenhed disorder (evidene) J , namely, averages over:
P




(J) =
X
S
P


(J j S)P


(S); (42)
where 

and 

represent the \real" hyper-parameters, in other words, the hyper-
parameters atually used for generating the evidene J . Those \real" hyper-parameters
are, in general, not known to the reeiver, but an be estimated from the data. To
alulate these estimates we an start by writing free-energy like negative log-likelihoods
for the hyper-parameters:
hF (; )i
P




=  h ln P

(J)i
P




: (43)
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This log-likelihood an be regarded as measuring the typial plausibility of  and ,
given the data J [Ber93℄. This funtion an be minimized to nd the most plausible
hyper-parameters (known as type II maximum likelihood hyper-parameters or just ML-II
hyper-parameters) [Ber93℄.
The ML-II hyper-parameters orrespond in this ase to  = 

and  = 

, i.e.
the \real" hyper-parameters must be used in the posterior for deoding. This fat is a
onsequene of the following inequality:
hF (

; 

)i
P




 hF (; )i
P




: (44)
The proof of (44) follows diretly from the information inequality [Iba99, CT91℄, i.e.
the non-negativity of the KL-divergene :
D(P




kP

)  0

ln

P




(J)
P

(J)

P




 0
 h ln P




(J)i
P




   h ln P

(J)i
P




: (45)
When the true and assumed hyper-parameters agree, we say that we are at the
Nishimori ondition [Iba99, Nis01℄. At the Nishimori ondition many alulations
simplify and an be done exatly (for an example see Appendix B.3). Throughout
this hapter we assume, unless it is stated, the Nishimori ondition.
For bakground reading about statistial physis methods in general, Nishimori's
ondition and its relevane to the urrent alulation we refer the reader to [Nis01℄.
3. Sourlas Codes
The ode of Sourlas is based on the idea of using a linear operator G (generator matrix)
to transform a message vetor s 2 f0; 1g
N
onto a higher dimensional vetor t 2 f0; 1g
M
.
The enoded vetor is t = Gs (mod 2), eah bit t
k
being the Boolean sum of K message
bits (parity-hek). This vetor is transmitted through a noisy hannel and a orrupted
M dimensional vetor r is reeived.
Deoding onsists of produing an estimate
b
s of the original message. This
estimate an be generated by onsidering a probabilisti model for the ommuniation
system. Redued (order N) time/spae requirements for the enoding proess and the
existene of fast (polynomial time) deoding algorithms are guaranteed by hoosing
sparse generator matries, namely, a matrix G with exatly K nonzero elements per
row and C nonzero elements per olumn, where K and C are of order 1. The rate
of suh a ode, in the ase of unbiased messages, is evidently R = N=M , as the total
number of nonzero elements in G is MK = NC the rate is also R = K=C.
In the statistial physis language a binary message vetor  2 f1g
N
is enoded to
a higher dimensional vetor J
0
2 f1g
M
dened as J
0
hi
1
;i
2
:::i
K
i
= 
i
1

i
2
: : : 
i
K
, where M
sets ofK indies are randomly hosen. A orrupted version J of the enoded message J
0
has to be deoded for retrieving the original message. The deoding proess is the proess
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of alulating an estimate
b
 to the original message by minimizing a given expeted loss
hhL(;
b
)i
P (Jj)
i
P ()
averaged over the indiated probability distributions [Iba99℄. The
denition of the loss depends on the partiular task; the overlap L(;
b
) =
P
j

j
b

j
an be used for deoding binary messages. As disussed in Setion 2.2, an optimal
estimator for this partiular loss funtion is
b

j
= signhS
j
i
P (S
j
jJ)
[Iba99℄, where S is
an N dimensional binary vetor representing the dynamial variables of the deoding
proess and P (S
j
j J) =
P
S
k
;k 6=j
P (S j J) is the marginal posterior probability. Using
Bayes theorem, the posterior probability an be written as:
ln P (S j J) = ln P (J j S) + ln P (S) + onst: (46)
The likelihood P (J j S) has the form:
P (J j S) =
Y
hosen sets
X
J
0
hi
1
i
K
i
P (J
hi
1
i
K
i
j J
0
hi
1
i
K
i
) P (J
0
hi
1
i
K
i
j S): (47)
The term P (J
0
hi
1
i
K
i
j S) models the deterministi enoding proess being:
P (J
0
hi
1
i
K
i
j S) = Æ(J
0
hi
1
i
K
i
;S
i
1
  S
i
K
): (48)
The noisy hannel is modeled by the term P (J
hi
1
i
K
i
j J
0
hi
1
i
K
i
). For the simple
ase of a memoryless binary symmetri hannel (BSC), J is a orrupted version of
the transmitted message J
0
where eah bit is independently ipped with probability p
during transmission, in this ase [Sou94a℄:
ln P (J
hi
1
i
K
i
j J
0
hi
1
i
K
i
) =
1
2
(1 + J
0
hi
1
i
K
i
) ln P (J
hi
1
i
K
i
j +1)
+
1
2
(1  J
0
hi
1
i
K
i
) ln P (J
hi
1
i
K
i
j  1)
= onst +
1
2
ln

1  p
p

J
hi
1
i
K
i
J
0
hi
1
i
K
i
: (49)
Putting equations together we obtain the following Hamiltonian:
ln P (S j J) =   
N
H(S) (50)
= 
N
X

A

J

Y
i2L()
S
i
+ 
0
N
N
X
j=1
S
j
; (51)
where a set of indies is denoted L() = hi
1
; : : : i
K
i and A is a tensor with the
properties A

2 f0; 1g and
P
f:i2L()g
A

= C 8i, whih determines the M omponents
of the odeword J
0
. The interation term is at Nishimori's temperature 
N
=
1
2
ln (
1 p
p
) [Nis80, Iba99, Ruj93, Nis93℄, and 
0
N
=
1
2
ln (
1 p

p

) is the message prior
temperature, namely, the prior distribution of message bits is assumed to be P (S
j
=
+1) = 1  p

and P (S
j
=  1) = p

.
The deoding proedure translates to nding the thermodynami spin averages
for the system dened by the Hamiltonian (50) at a ertain temperature (Nishimori
temperature for optimal deoding); as the original message is binary, the retrieved
message bits are given by the signs of the orresponding averages.
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The performane of the error-orreting proess an be measured by the overlap
between atual message bits and their estimates for a given senario haraterized by
ode rate, orruption proess and information ontent of the message. To assess the
typial properties we average this overlap over all possible odes A and noise realizations
(possible orrupted vetors J) given the message  and then over all possible messages:
 =
1
N
*
N
X
i=1

i
hsignhS
i
ii
A;Jj
+

(52)
Here signhS
i
i is the sign of the spins thermal average orresponding to the Bayesian
optimal deoding. The average error per bit is, therefore, given by p
b
= (1  )=2.
The number of heks per bit is analogous to the spin system onnetivity and
the number of bits in eah hek is analogous to the number of spins per interation.
The ode of Sourlas has been studied in the ase of extensive onnetivity, where the
number of bonds C

N   1
K   1

sales with the system size. In this ase it an be mapped
onto known problems in statistial physis suh as the SK [KS78℄ (K=2) and Random
Energy (REM) [Der81a℄ (K!1) models. It has been shown that the REM saturates
Shannon's bound [Sou89℄. However, it has a rather limited pratial relevane as the
hoie of extensive onnetivity orresponds to a vanishingly small ode rate.
3.1. Lower bound for the probability of bit error
It has been observed in [MS00℄ that a sparse generator ode an only attain vanishing
probability of bit error if K ! 1. This fat alone does not rule out the pratial use
of suh odes as they an still be used if a ontrolled probability of error is allowed or
as part of a onatenated ode.
Before engaging in a relatively omplex analysis, it is of theoretial interest to
establish a detailed piture of how the minimum bit error attainable deays with K.
This an be done in quite a simple manner suggested in [MS00℄. Let us suppose that
messages are unbiased and random and that the hannel is a BSC of noise level p.
Assume, without loss of generality, that the message 
j
= 1 for all j is sent. The bit
error probability an be expressed as the sum p
b
=
P
N
l=1
p
b
(l), where p
b
(l) represents
the probability of deoding inorretly any l bits. Clearly p
b
 p
b
(1).
The probability of deoding inorretly a single bit an be easily evaluated. A bit
j engages in exatly C interations with dierent groups of K bits in a way that their
ontribution to the Hamiltonian is:
H
j
=  S
j
X
2M(j)
J

Y
i2L()nj
S
i
; (53)
where M(j) is the set of all index sets that ontain j. If all bits but j are set to S
i
= 1,
an error in j only an be deteted if its ontribution to the Hamiltonian is positive; if
P
2M(j)
A

J

 0 the error is undetetable. The probability of error in a single bit is
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therefore
p
b
(1) = Pf
X
2M(j)
J

 0g; (54)
where A

= 1 for exatly C terms and J

an be simply regarded as a random variable
taking values +1 and  1 with probabilities 1  p and p respetively, therefore:
p
b

lC
X
l2N;C 2l0
C!
(C   l)! l!
(1  p)
C l
p
l
: (55)
A lower bound for for p
b
in the large C regime an be obtained by using the
DeMoivre-Laplae limit theorem [Fel50℄, writing:
p
b

1
2
erf

(1  p)C
8p


4p
p
(1  p)C
exp

 
(1  p)
2
C
2
64p
2

; (56)
where erf(x) =
2
p

R
1
x
du exp( u
2
) and the asymptoti behavior is given in [GR94℄
(page 940). This bound implies that K ! 1 is a neessary ondition for a vanishing
bit error probability in sparse generator odes at nite rates R = K=C.
3.2. Replia Theory for the Typial Performane of Sourlas Codes
In order to alulate the typial performane of Sourlas odes we employ the statistial
physis tehnique known as replia theory.
To simplify analysis we use the gauge transformation [FHS78℄ S
i
7! S
i

i
and
J
hi
1
i
K
i
7!J
hi
1
i
K
i

i
1
   
i
K
that maps any general message to the onguration dened
as 

i
= 1 8i (ferromagneti onguration). By introduing the external eld F  
0
N
=
we rewrite the Hamiltonian in the form:
H(S) =  
X
hi
1
i
K
i
A
hi
1
i
K
i
J
hi
1
i
K
i
S
i
1
  S
i
K
  F
N
X
j=1

j
S
j
; (57)
With the gauge transformation, the bits of the unorrupted enoded message
beome J
0
hi
1
i
K
i
= 1 and, for the BSC, the orrupted bits an be desribed as random
variables with probability:
P (J) = (1 p) Æ (J 1) + p Æ (J+1) ; (58)
where p is the hannel ip rate. For deriving the typial properties we alulate the
free-energy following the replia theory presription:
f =  
1

lim
N!1
1
N

n




n=0
hZ
n
i
A;;J
; (59)
where hZ
n
i
A;;J
represents an analytial ontinuation in the interval n 2 [0; 1℄ of the
repliated partition funtion:
hZ
n
i
A;;J
= Tr
fS

j
g
D
e
F
P
;k

k
S

k
+
P
;
A

J

S

i
1
S

i
K
E
A;J;
: (60)
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The overlap  an be rewritten using gauged variables as :
 =
1
N
N
X
i=1
D
hsignhS
i
ii
A;Jj

E

; (61)
where 

denotes the transformation of a message  into the ferromagneti onguration.
To ompute the repliated partition funtion we losely follow [WS87a℄. We average
uniformly over all odes A suh that
P
hi
1
=i;i
2
i
K
i
A
hi
1
i
K
i
= C 8i to nd:
hZ
n
i
A;;J
= exp
8
<
:
N Extr
q;bq
2
4
C  
C
K
+
C
K
0

n
X
l=0
T
l
X
h
1
:::
l
i
q
K

1
:::
l
1
A
(62)
  C
0

n
X
l=0
X
h
1
:::
l
i
q

1
:::
l
bq

1
:::
l
1
A
+ lnTr
fS

g


e
F
P

S



0

n
X
l=0
X
h
1
:::
l
i
bq

1
:::
l
S

1
: : : S

l
1
A
C
3
5
9
=
;
;
where T
l
= htanh
l
(J)i
J
, as in [VB85℄, q
0
= 1 and Extr
q;bq
f(q; bq) denotes the extremum
of f (details in Appendix A.1). At the extremum of (62) the order parameters aquire
a form similar to those of [WS87a℄:
bq

1
;:::;
l
= T
l
q
K 1

1
;:::;
l
q

1
;:::;
l
=
* 
l
Y
i=1
S

i
!
0

n
X
l=0
X
h
1
:::
l
i
bq

1
:::
l
S

1
: : : S

l
1
A
 1
+
X
: (63)
where
X =


e
F
P

S



0

n
X
l=0
X
h
1
:::
l
i
bq

1
:::
l
S

1
: : : S

l
1
A
C
; (64)
and h:::i
X
= Tr
fS

g
[(:::)X ℄ =Tr
fS

g
[(:::)℄.
To ompute the partition funtion it is neessary to assume a replia symmetri
(RS) ansatz. It an be done by introduing auxiliary elds (x) and b(y) (see also
[WS87a℄):
bq

1
:::
l
=
Z
dy b(y) tanh
l
(y);
q

1
:::
l
=
Z
dx (x) tanh
l
(x) (65)
for l = 1; 2; : : :.
Plugging (65) into the repliated partition funtion (62), taking the limit n ! 0
and using Eq.(59) (see Appendix A.2 for details):
f =  
1

Extr
;b
f ln osh  (66)
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+ 
Z
"
K
Y
l=1
dx
l
(x
l
)
#*
ln
"
1 + tanh J
K
Y
j=1
tanh x
j
#+
J
  C
Z
dx dy (x) b(y) ln [1 + tanh x tanh y℄
  C
Z
dy b(y) ln osh y
+
Z
"
C
Y
l=1
dy
l
b(y
l
)
#*
ln
"
2 osh
 
C
X
j=1
y
j
+ F
!#+

9
=
;
;
where  = C=K. The saddle-point equations obtained by alulating funtional
variatons of Eq.(66) provide a losed set of relations between (x) and b(y)
(x) =
Z
"
C 1
Y
l=1
dy
l
b(y
l
)
# *
Æ
"
x 
C 1
X
j=1
y
j
  F
#+

(67)
b(y) =
Z
"
K 1
Y
l=1
dx
l
(x
l
)
# *
Æ
2
4
y  
atanh

tanh J
Q
K 1
j=1
tanh x
j


3
5
+
J
:
Later we will show that this self-onsistent pair of equations an be seen as a mean eld
desription of probability propagation deoding.
Using the RS ansatz one an nd that the loal eld distribution is (see Appendix
A.3) :
P (h) =
Z
"
C
Y
l=1
dy
l
b(y
l
)
# *
Æ
"
h 
C
X
j=1
y
j
  F
#+

; (68)
where b(y) is given by the saddle-point equations (67).
The overlap (52) an be alulated using:
 =
Z
dh sign(h)P (h): (69)
The ode performane is assessed by assuming a prior distribution for the message,
solving the saddle-point equations (67) numerially and then omputing the overlap.
For Eq.(66) to be valid, the xed point given by (67) must be stable and the
related entropy must be non-negative. Instabilities within the RS spae an be probed
by alulating seond funtional derivatives at the extremum dening the free-energy
(66). The solution is expeted to be unstable within the spae of symmetri replias
for suÆiently low temperatures (large ). For high temperatures we an expand the
above expression around small  values to nd the stability ondition:
hJi
J
hxi
K 2

 0 (70)
The average hxi

=
R
dx (x) x vanishes in the paramagneti phase and is positive (non-
zero when K is even) in the ferromagneti phase, satisfying the stability ondition. We
now restrit our study to the unbiased ase (F = 0), whih is of pratial relevane,
sine it is always possible to ompress a biased message to an unbiased one.
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For the aseK !1, C = K we an obtain solutions to the saddle-point equations
at arbitrary temperatures. The rst saddle-point equation (67) an be approximated
by:
x =
C 1
X
l=1
y
l
 (C   1)hyi
b
= (C   1)
Z
dy y b(y): (71)
If hyi
b
= 0 (paramagneti phase) then (x) must be onentrated at x = 0 implying
that (x) = Æ(x) and b(y) = Æ(y) are the only possible solutions. Equation (71) also
implies that x  O(K) in the ferromagneti phase.
Using Eq.(71) and the seond saddle-point equation (67) we nd a self-onsistent
equation for the mean eld hyi
b
:
hyi
b
=

1

atanh
h
tanh(J) [tanh((C   1)hyi
b
)℄
K 1
i

J
: (72)
For the BSC we average over the distribution (58). Computing the average, using
C = K and resaling the temperature  =
~
(lnK)=K, we obtain in the limit K !1:
hyi
b
 (1  2p)
h
tanh(
~
hyi
b
ln(K))
i
K
; (73)
where p is the hannel ip probability. The mean eld hyi
b
= 0 is always a solution
to this equation (paramagneti solution); at 

= ln(K)=(2K(1   2p)) an extra non-
trivial ferromagneti solution emerges with hyi
b
= 1   2p. The onnetion with the
overlap  is given by Eqs.(68) and (69) implying that  = 1 for the ferromagneti
solution. It is remarkable that the temperature where the ferromagneti solution
emerges is 

 O(ln(K)=K). Paramagneti-ferromagneti barriers that emerge at
reasonably high temperatures, in a simulated annealing proess, implying metastability
and, onsequently, a very slow onvergene. It seems to advoate the use of small
K values in pratial appliations. For  > 

both paramagneti and ferromagneti
solutions exist.
The ferromagneti free-energy an be obtained from Eq.(66) using Eq.(71), resulting
in f
FERRO
=  (1  2p). The orresponding entropy is s
FERRO
= 0. The paramagneti
free-energy is obtained by plugging (x) = Æ(x) and b(y) = Æ(y) into Equation (66):
f
PARA
=  
1

( ln(osh ) + ln 2); (74)
s
PARA
= (ln(osh )   tanh ) + ln 2: (75)
Paramagneti solutions are unphysial for  > (ln 2)= [ tanh    ln (osh )℄, sine
the orresponding entropy is negative. To omplete the piture of the phase diagram
we have to introdue a replia symmetry breaking senario that yields sensible physis.
In general, to onstrut a symmetry breaking solution in nite onnetivity systems
(see [Mon98b, FLRTZ01℄) is a diÆult task. We hoose as a rst approah an one-step
replia symmetry breaking sheme, known as the frozen spins solution, that yields exat
results for the REM [GM84, Par80℄.
We assume that ergodiity breaks in suh a way that the spae of ongurations is
divided in n=m islands. Inside eah of these islands there are m idential ongurations,
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implying that the system an freeze in any of n=m mirostates. Therefore, in the spae
of replias we have the following situation:
1
N
N
X
j=1
S

j
S

j
= 1 , if  and  are in the same island
1
N
N
X
j=1
S

j
S

j
= q , otherwise: (76)
By assuming the above struture the repliated partition funtion has the form:
hZ
n
RSB
i
A;;J
=
*
Tr
fS

j
g
exp
 
 
n
X
=1
H(S

)
!+
A;J;
=
*
Tr
fS
1
j
;;S
n=m
j
g
exp
0

 m
n=m
X
=1
H(S

)
1
A
+
A;J;
=
*
n=m
Y

Tr
fS

j
g
exp ( m H(S

))
+
A;J;
= hZ
n=m
RS
i
A;;J
; (77)
where in the rst line we have used the ansatz with n=m islands with m idential
ongurations in eah and in the last step we have used that the overlap between any
two dierent islands is q. From (77) we have:
hln Z
RSB
()i
A;;J
=

n




n=0
hZ
n
RSB
()i
A;;J
=
1
m
hln Z
RS
(m)i
A;;J
: (78)
The number of ongurations per island m must extremize the free-energy,
therefore, we have:

m
hln Z
RSB
()i
A;;J
= 0; (79)
what is equivalent to
s
RS
(
g
) =  
~

2


~





~
=
g

1
~

hln Z
RS
(
~
)i
A;;J

= 0; (80)
where we introdued
~
 =  m. In this way m = 
g
=, with 
g
being a root of the
replia symmetri paramagneti entropy (74), satisfying:
(ln(osh 
g
)  
g
tanh 
g
) + ln 2 = 0 (81)
The RSB-spin glass free-energy is given by f
PARA
(74) at temperature 
g
:
f
RSB-SG
=  
1

g
( ln (osh 
g
) + ln 2); (82)
onsequently the entropy is s
RSB-SG
= 0. In Fig.8 we show the phase diagram for a given
ode rate R in the plane of temperature T and noise level p.
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Figure 8. Phase diagram in the plane of temperature T versus noise level p forK !1
and C = K, with  = 4. The dotted line indiates the Nishimori temperature T
N
.
Full lines represent phase oexistene. The ritial noise level is p

. The neessary
ondition for stability of the ferromagneti phase within the replia symmetri spae
is satised above the dashed line.
3.3. Shannon's bound
The hannel oding theorem asserts that up to a ritial ode rate R

, whih equals the
hannel apaity (Shannon's bound), it is possible to reover information with arbitrarily
small probability of error. For the BSC :
R

=
1


= 1 + p log
2
p+ (1  p) log
2
(1  p): (83)
The ode of Sourlas, in the ase where K ! 1 and C  O(N
K
), an be
mapped onto the REM and has been shown to saturates the hannel apaity in the
limit R ! 0 [Sou89℄. Shannon's bound an also be attained by Sourlas ode at zero
temperature for K ! 1 but with onnetivity C = K. In this limit the model is
analogous to the diluted REM analyzed by Saakian [Saa98℄. The errorless phase is
manifested in a ferromagneti phase with total alignment ( = 1), only attainable for
innite K. Up to a ertain ritial noise level, a noise level inrease produes ergodiity
breaking leading to a spin glass phase where the misalignment is maximal ( = 0). The
ferromagneti-spin glass transition orresponds to the transition from errorless deoding
to deoding with errors desribed by the hannel oding theorem. A paramagneti phase
is also present when the transmitted information is insuÆient to reover the original
message (R > 1).
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At zero temperature saddle-point equations (67) an be rewritten as:
(x) =
Z
"
C 1
Y
l=1
dy
l
b(y
l
)
#
Æ
"
x 
C 1
X
j=1
y
j
#
(84)
b(y) =
Z
"
K 1
Y
l=1
dx
l
(x
l
)
#
(85)

*
Æ
"
y   sign(J
K 1
Y
l=1
x
l
)min(j J j; :::; j x
K 1
j)
#+
J
;
The solutions for these saddle-point equations may result in very strutured
probability distributions. As an approximation we hoose the simplest self-onsistent
family of solutions whih are, sine J = 1, given by:
b(y) = p
+
Æ(y   1) + p
0
Æ(y) + p
 
Æ(y + 1) (86)
(x) =
C 1
X
l=1 C
T
[p

;p
0
;C 1℄
(l) Æ(x  l);
with
T
[p
+
;p
0
;p
 
;C 1℄
(l) =
0
X
fk;h;mg
(C   1)!
k! h! m!
p
k
+
p
h
0
p
m
 
; (87)
where the prime indiates that k; h;m are suh that k   h = l; k + h + m = C   1.
Evidene for this simple ansatz omes from Monte-Carlo integration of Eq.(67) at very
low temperatures, that shows solutions omprising three dominant peaks and a relatively
weak regular part. Plugging this ansatz (86) in the saddle-point equations we write a
losed set of equations in p

and p
0
that an be solved numerially.
Solutions are of three types: ferromagneti (p
+
> p
 
), paramagneti (p
0
= 1) and
replia symmetri spin glass (p
 
= p
+
). Computing free-energies and entropies enables
one to onstrut the phase diagram. At zero temperature the paramagneti free-energy
is f
PARA
=   and the entropy is s
PARA
= (1  ) ln 2, this phase is physial only for
 < 1, what is expeted sine it orresponds exatly to the regime where the transmitted
information is insuÆient to reover the atual message (R > 1).
The ferromagneti free-energy does not depend on the temperature, having the
form f
FERRO
=  (1   2p) with entropy s
FERRO
= 0. We an nd the ferromagneti-
spin glass oexistene line that orresponds to the maximum performane of a Sourlas
ode by equating Eq. (82) and f
FERRO
. Observing that 
g
= 
N
(p

) (as seen in Fig. 8)
we nd that this transition oinides with the hannel apaity (83). It is interesting to
note that in the large K regime both RS-ferromagneti and RSB-spin glass free-energies
(for T < T
g
) do not depend on the temperature, it means that Shannon's bound is
saturated also for nite temperatures up to T
g
. In Fig.9 we represent the omplete zero
temperature phase diagram.
The bound obtained depends on the stability of the ferromagneti and paramagneti
solutions within the spae of symmetri replias at zero temperature. Instabilities are
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Figure 9. Phase diagram in the plane ode rate R versus noise level p for K ! 1
and C = K at zero temperature. The ferromagneti-spin glass oexistene line
orresponds to Shannon's bound.
found in the ferromagneti phase for p > 0. These instabilities within the replia
symmetri spae puts in question our result of saturating Shannon's bound, sine
a orretion to the ferromagneti solution ould hange the ferromagneti-spin glass
transition line. However, the instability vanishes for high temperatures, whih supports
the ferromagneti-spin glass transition line obtained and possible saturation of the bound
in some region.
Shannon's bound an only be attained in the limitK !1; however, there are some
possible drawbaks in using high K values due to large barriers whih are expeted
to our between the paramagneti and ferromagneti phases. We now onsider the
nite K ase, for whih we an solve the RS saddle-point equations (67) for arbitrary
temperatures using Monte-Carlo integration. We an also obtain solutions for the zero
temperature ase using Eqs.(86) iteratively.
It has been shown that K > 2 extensively onneted models [GM84℄ exhibit Parisi-
type order funtions with similar disontinuous struture as found in the K ! 1
ase; it was also shown that the one-step RSB frozen spins solution, employed to
desribe the spin glass phase, is loally stable within the omplete replia spae and
zero eld (unbiased messages ase) at all temperatures. We, therefore, assume that
the ferromagneti-spin glass transition for K > 2 is desribed by the frozen spins RSB
solution.
At the top of Fig.10 we show the zero temperature overlap  as a funtion of the
noise level p at ode rate R = 1=2 obtained by using the three peaks ansatz. Note
that the RSB spin glass phase dominates for p > p

(see bottom of Fig.10). In the
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Figure 10. Top: zero temperature overlap  as a funtion of the noise level p for
various K values at ode rate R = 1=2, as obtained by the iterative method. Bottom:
RS-ferromagneti free-energies (white irles for K = 2 and from the left: K = 3; 4; 5
and 6) and RSB-spin glass free-energy (dotted line) as funtions of the noise level p.
The arrow indiates the region where the RSB-spin glass phase starts to dominate.
Inset: a detailed view of the RS-RSB transition region.
bottom gure we plot RS free-energies and RSB frozen spins free-energy, from whih
we determine the noise level p

for oexistene of ferromagneti and spin-glass phases
(pointed by an arrow). Above the transition, the system enters in a paramagneti or
RS spin glass phase with free-energies for K = 3; 4; 5 and 6 that are lower than the
RSB spin glass free-energy; nevertheless, the entropy is negative and these free-energies
are therefore unphysial. It is remarkable that the oexistene value does not hange
signiantly for nite K in omparison to innite K. Remind that Shannon's bound
annot be attained for nite K, sine ! 1 (p
b
! 0) only if K !1.
It is known that the K = 2 model with extensive onnetivity (SK model) requires
a full Parisi solution to reover the onavity of the free-energy [MPV87℄. No stable
solution is known for the intensively onneted model (Viana-Bray model). Probability
propagation only solves the deoding problem approximately, the approximated
solutions are similar to those obtained by supposing replia symmetry. Thus, the
theoretial relevane of the RS results for K = 2 are to be evaluated by omparison
with simulations of probability propagation deoding.
3.4. Deoding with probability propagation
The deoding task onsists of evaluating estimates of the form
b

j
= signhS
j
i
P (S
j
jJ)
. The
marginal posterior P (S
j
j J) =
P
S
l
;l 6=j
P (S j J) an be, in priniple, be alulated
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simply by using Bayes theorem and a proper model for the enoding and orruption
proesses (namely, oding by a sparse generator matrix with K bit long parity-heks
and a memoryless BSC hannel) to write:
P (S
j
j J) =
1
P (J)
X
S
l
;l 6=j
Y

P (J

j S
i
1
  S
i
K
)
N
Y
i=1
P (S
i
); (88)
where P (J) is a normalization dependent on J only. A brute fore evaluation of the
above marginal on a spae of binary vetors S 2 f1g
N
with M heks would take
(M + N + 1)2
N
operations, what beomes infeasible very quikly. To illustrate how
dramatially the omputational requirements inrease, assume a ode of rate R = 1=2,
if N = 10 the number of operations required is 31744, if one inreases the message size
to N = 1000, 3 10
304
operations are required! Monte-Carlo sampling is an alternative
to brute fore evaluation; it onsists of generating a number (muh less than 2
N
) of
typial vetors S and using this to estimate the marginal posterior, however the sample
size required an prove to be equally prohibitive.
As a solution to these resoure problems, we an explore the struture of (88)
to devise an algorithm that produes an approximation to P (S
j
j J) in O(N)
operations. We start by onentrating on one partiular site S
j
; this site interats
diretly with a number of other sites through C ouplings denoted by J
hi
1
i
K
i
and
fJ

g = J
(1)
;    ; J
(C 1)
. Suppose now that we isolate only the interation via oupling
J
hi
1
i
K
i
, if the bipartite Bayesian network representing the dependenies in the problem
is a tree, it is possible to write:
P (S
j
j J
hi
1
i
K
i
) =
P (S
j
)
P (J
hi
1
i
K
i
)
X
fS
i
1
S
i
K 1
g
P (J
hi
1
i
K
i
j S
j
; S
i
1
  S
i
K 1
)

K 1
Y
l=1
P (S
i
l
j fJ

:  2 M(i
l
)g): (89)
Terms like P (S
i
l
j fJ

g) an be interpreted simply as updated priors for S
i
l
. In a tree,
these terms fatorize like P (S
i
l
j fJ

g) =
Q
C 1
j=1
P (S
i
l
j J
(j)
) and a reursive relation
an be obtained, introduing:
Q
x
j
= P (S
j
= x j fJ

:  2 M(j) n g) (90)
and
R
x
j
=
X
fS
i
:i2L()njg
P (J

j S
j
; fS
i
: i 2 L() n jg)
Y
i2L()nj
Q
S
i
i
; (91)
where M(j) is the set of ouplings linked to site j and L() is the set of sites linked to
oupling .
Equation (89) an be rewritten as:
Q
x
j
= a
j
P (S
j
= x)
Y
2M(j)n
R
x
j
: (92)
Equations (91) and (92) an be solved iteratively, requiring (2
K
KC + 2C
2
)NT
operations with T being the (order 1) number of steps needed for onvergene. These
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omputational requirements may be further redued by using advaned Markov hain
Monte-Carlo methods [Ma99℄.
An approximation to the marginal posterior (88) is obtained by ounting the
inuene of all C interations over eah site j and using the assumed fatorization
property to write:
Q
x
j
= a
j
P (S
j
= x)
Y
2M(j)
R
x
j
: (93)
This is an approximation in the sense that the reursion obtained from (89) is only
guaranteed to onverge to the orret posterior if the system has a tree struture, i.e.,
every oupling appears only one as one goes bakwards in the reursive hain.
By taking advantage of the normalization onditions for the distributions Q
+1
j
+
Q
 1
j
= 1 and R
+1
j
+ R
 1
j
= 1, one an hange variables and redue the number of
equations by a fator of two m
j
= Q
+1
j
 Q
 1
j
and bm
j
= R
+1
j
 R
 1
j
.
The analogy with statistial physis an be exposed by rst observing that :
P (J

j S
j
; fS
i
: i 2 L() n jg)  exp
0

 J

Y
i2L()
S
i
1
A
: (94)
That an be also written in the more onvenient form:
P (J

j S
j
; fS
i
: i 2 L() n jg) 
1
2
osh(J

)
0

1 + tanh(J

)
Y
j2L()
S
j
1
A
: (95)
Plugging Eq.(95) for the likelihood in equations (92), using the fat that the prior
probability is given by P (S
j
) =
1
2
(1 + tanh(
0
N
S
j
)) and omputing m
j
and bm
j
(see
Appendix A.6) one obtains:
bm
j
= tanh(J

)
Y
l2L()nj
m
l
m
j
= tanh
0

X
2M(l)n
atanh(bm
j
) + 
0
N
1
A
: (96)
The pseudo-posterior an then be alulated:
m
j
= tanh
0

X
2M(l)
atanh(bm
j
) + 
0
N
1
A
; (97)
providing Bayes optimal deoding
b

j
= sign(m
j
).
Equations (96) depend on the reeived message J . In order to make the analysis
message independent, we an use a gauge transformation bm
j
7! 
j
bm
j
and m
j
7!

j
m
j
to write:
bm
j
= tanh(J)
Y
l2L()nj
m
l
m
j
= tanh
0

X
2M(l)n
tanh
 1
(bm
j
) + 
0
N

j
1
A
: (98)
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Figure 11. Overlap as a funtion of the ip probability p for deoding using TAP
equations for K = 2. From the bottom: Monte-Carlo solution of the RS saddle-point
equations for unbiased messages (p

= 0:5) at T = 0:26 (line) and 10 independent runs
of TAP deoding for eah ip probability (plus signs), T = 0:26 and biased messages
(p

= 0:1) at the Nishimori temperature T
N
.
In the new variables, a deoding suess orresponds to bm
j
> 0 and m
j
= 1 for
all  and j. By transforming these variables as bm = tanh(y) and m = tanh(x)
and onsidering the atual message and noise as quenhed disorder, Eqs. (98) an be
rewritten as:
y =
1

*
tanh
 1
 
tanh(J)
K 1
Y
j=1
tanh(x
j
)
!+
J
x =
*
C 1
X
j=1
y
j
+ F
+

: (99)
For a large number of iterations, one an expet the ensemble of probability
networks to onverge to an equilibrium distribution where bm andm are random variables
sampled from distributions
b
(y) and (x) respetively. The above relations lead to
a dynamis of the distributions
b
(y) and (x), that is exatly as the one obtained
when solving iteratively RS saddle-point equations (67). The probability distributions
b
(y) and (x) an be, therefore, identied with b(y) and (x) respetively and the
RS solutions orrespond to deoding a generi message using probability propagation
averaged over an ensemble of dierent odes, noise and signals.
Equations (96) are now used to show the agreement between the simulated deoding
and analytial alulations. For eah run, a xed ode is used to generate 20000
bit odewords from 10000 bit messages, orrupted versions of the odewords are then
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Figure 12. Overlap as a funtion of the ip probability p for deoding using TAP
equations for K = 5. The dotted line is the replia symmetri saddle-point equations
Monte-Carlo integration for unbiased messages (p

= 0:5) at the Nishimori temperature
T
N
. The bottom error bars orrespond to 10 simulations using the TAP deoding. The
deoding performs badly on average in this senario. The upper urves are for biased
messages (p

= 0:1) at the Nishimori temperature T
N
. The simulations agree with
results obtained using the replia symmetri Ansatz and Monte-Carlo integration.
deoded using (96). Numerial solutions for 10 individual runs are presented in Figs.11
and 12, initial onditions are hosen as bm
l
= 0 and m
l
= tanh(
0
N
) reeting the prior
beliefs. In Fig.11 we show results for K = 2 and C = 4 in the unbiased ase, at ode
rate R = 1=2 (prior probability P (S
j
= +1) = p

= 0:5) and low temperature T = 0:26
(we avoided T = 0 due to numerial diÆulties). Solving the saddle-point equations
(67) numerially using Monte-Carlo integration methods we obtain solutions with good
agreement to simulated deoding. In the same gure we show the performane for
the ase of biased messages (P (S
j
= +1) = p

= 0:1), at ode rate R = 1=4. Also
here the agreement with Monte-Carlo integrations is satisfatory. The third urve in
Fig.11 shows the performane for biased messages at the Nishimori temperature T
N
, as
expeted, it is far superior ompared to low temperature performane and the agreement
with Monte-Carlo results is even better.
In Fig.12 we show the results obtained for K = 5 and C = 10. For unbiased
messages the system is extremely sensitive to the hoie of initial onditions and does
not perform well on average even at the Nishimori temperature. For biased messages
(p

= 0:1, R = 1=4) results are far better and in agreement with Monte-Carlo integration
of the RS saddle-point equations.
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The experiments show that probability propagation methods may be used
suessfully for deoding Sourlas-type odes in pratie, and provide solutions that are
onsistent with the RS analytial solutions.
4. Gallager Codes
In 1962 Gallager [Gal62℄ proposed a oding sheme whih involves sparse linear
transformations of binary messages in the deoding stage, while enoding uses a dense
matrix. His proposal was overshadowed by onvolutional odes due to omputational
limitations. The best omputer available to Gallager in 1962 was an IBM 7090 osting
US$ 3 million and with disk apaity of 1 Megabyte, while onvolutional odes, in
omparison, only demanded a simple system of shift registers to proess one byte at a
time.
Gallager odes have been redisovered reently by MaKay and Neal that proposed
a losely related ode [MN95℄ to be disussed in Setion 5. This almost oinided with
the breakthrough disovery of high performane Turbo odes [BGT93℄. Variations of
Gallager odes have displayed performane omparable (sometimes superior) to Turbo
odes [Dav98, Dav99℄, qualifying them as state-of-the-art odes.
A Gallager ode is dened by a binary matrix A = [C
1
j C
2
℄, onatenating two
very sparse matries known to both sender and reeiver, with C
2
(of dimensionality
(M   N)  (M   N)) being invertible and C
1
of dimensionality (M   N)  N .
A non-systemati Gallager ode is dened by a random matrix A of dimensionality
(M   N)  M . This matrix an, in general, be organized in a systemati form by
eliminating a number   O(1) of rows and olumns.
Enoding refers to the generation of an M dimensional binary vetor t 2 f0; 1g
M
(M > N) from the original message  2 f0; 1g
N
by
t = G
T
 (mod 2); (100)
where all operations are performed in the eld f0; 1g and are indiated by (mod 2). The
generator matrix is
G = [I j C
 1
2
C
1
℄ (mod 2); (101)
where I is the NN identity matrix, implying thatAG
T
(mod 2) = 0 and that the rst
N bits of t are set to the message . Note that the generator matrix is dense and eah
transmitted parity-hek arries information about an O(N) number of message bits.
In regular Gallager odes the number of non-zero elements in eah row of A is hosen
to be exatly K. The number of elements per olumn is then C = (1 R)K, where the
ode rate is R = N=M (for unbiased messages). The enoded vetor t is then orrupted
by noise represented by the vetor  2 f0; 1g
M
with omponents independently drawn
from P () = (1  p)Æ() + pÆ(   1). The reeived vetor takes the form
r = G
T
 +  (mod 2): (102)
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Deoding is arried out by multiplying the reeived message by the matrix A to
produe the syndrome vetor
z = Ar = A (mod 2); (103)
from whih an estimate
b
 for the noise vetor an be produed. An estimate for the
original message is then obtained as the rst N bits of r +
b
 (mod 2). The Bayes
optimal estimator (also known as marginal posterior maximizer, MPM) for the noise is
dened as b
j
= argmax

j
P (
j
j z). The performane of this estimator an be measured
by the bit error probability p
b
= 1   1=M
P
M
j=1
Æ[b
j
; 
j
℄, where Æ[; ℄ is the Kroneker
delta. Knowing the matries C
2
and C
1
, the syndrome vetor z and the noise level p
it is possible to apply Bayes theorem and ompute the posterior probability
P ( j z) =
1
Z
 [z = A (mod 2)℄P ( ); (104)
where [X℄ is an indiator funtion providing 1 ifX is true and 0 otherwise. To ompute
the MPM one has to ompute the marginal posterior P (
j
j z) =
P
i6=j
P ( j z), whih
in general requires O(2
M
) operations, thus beoming impratial for long messages. To
solve this problem we an take advantage of the sparseness of A and use probability
propagation for deoding, requiring O(M) operations to perform the same task.
4.1. Upper bound on ahievable rates
It was pointed by MaKay in [Ma99℄ that an upper bound for rates ahievable for
Gallager odes an be found from information theoreti arguments. This upper bound
is based on the fat that eah bit of the syndrome vetor z = A(mod 2) is a sum
of K noise bits independently drawn from a bimodal delta distribution P () with
P ( = 0) = 1  p. The probability of z
j
= 1 is p
1
z
(K) =
1
2
 
1
2
(1  2p)
K
(see Appendix
C.1 for details). Therefore, the maximal information ontent in the syndrome vetor is
(M   N)H
2
(p
1
z
(K)) (in bits or shannons), where H
2
(x) is the binary entropy. In the
deoding proess one has to extrat information from the syndrome vetor in order to
reonstrut a noise vetor  whih has an information ontent of MH
2
(p). It learly
means that a neessary ondition for suessful deoding is:
(M  N)H
2
(p
1
z
(K)) MH
2
(p)
(1 R)H
2
(p
1
z
(K))  H
2
(p)
R  1 
H
2
(p)
H
2
(p
1
z
(K))
: (105)
In Fig.13a we plot this bound by xingK and nding the minimum value for C suh that
R = 1 C=K veries (105). Observe that as K !1, p
1
z
(K)! 1=2 and R! 1 H
2
(p)
that orresponds to Shannon's bound.
In Fig.13b we plot the bound by xing C and nding the maximum K suh that
R = 1   C=K satises (105), reovering the urves presented in [Ma99℄. Note that
K ! 1 implies C ! 1 and vie-versa. Gallager odes only an attain Shannon's
bound asymptotially in the limit of large K or, equivalently, large C.
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Figure 13. (a) Bounds for the rate R as a funtion of the noise level p for several
values of K. From bottom to top: K = 2 to 10; 20 and Shannon limit. (b) Bounds for
several values of C. From bottom to top C = 2; 3; 4; 5 and Shannon limit.
4.2. Statistial physis formulation
The onnetion to statistial physis is made by replaing the eld f0; 1g by Ising spins
f1g and mod 2 sums by produts [Sou89℄. The syndrome vetor aquires the form of
a multi-spin oupling J

=
Q
j2L()

j
where j = 1;    ;M and  = 1;    ; (M   N).
The K indies of nonzero elements in the row  of A are given by L() = fj
1
;    ; j
K
g,
and in a olumn l are given by M(l) = f
1
;    ; 
C
g.
The following family of posterior probabilities an be introdued:
P

( j J ) =
1
Z
exp [ H

( ;J )℄ (106)
H

( ;J ) =   
M N
X
=1
0

J

Y
j2L()

j
  1
1
A
  F
M
X
j=1

j
:
The Hamiltonian depends on hyper-parameters  and F . For optimal deoding,  and
F have to be set to spei values that best represent how the enoding proess and
orruption were performed (Nishimori ondition [Iba99℄). Therefore,  must be taken
to innity to reet the hard onstraints in Eq.(104) and F = atanh(1  2p), reeting
the hannel noise level p. The temperature  must simultaneously be hosen to be the
Nishimori temperature 
N
= 1, that will keep the hyper-parameters in the orret value.
The disorder in (106) is trivial and an be gauged to J

7! 1 by using 
j
7! 
j

j
. The
resulting Hamiltonian is a multi-spin ferromagnet with nite onnetivity in a random
eld 
j
F :
H
gauge

( ; ) =  
M N
X
=1
0

Y
j2L()

j
  1
1
A
  F
M
X
j=1

j

j
: (107)
At the Nishimori ondition  ! 1 and the model is even simpler, orresponding
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to a paramagnet with restrited onguration spae on a non-uniform external eld:
H
gauge
( 2 
; ) =  F
M
X
j=1

j

j
; (108)
where

 = f :
Y
j2L()

j
= 1 ;  = 1;    ;M  Ng: (109)
The optimal deoding proess simply orresponds to nding loal magnetizations
at the Nishimori temperature m
j
= h
j
i

N
and alulating Bayesian estimates as
b
j
= sgn(m
j
).
In the f1g representation the probability of bit error, aquires the form
p
b
=
1
2
 
1
2M
M
X
j=1

j
sgn(m
j
); (110)
onneting the ode performane with the omputation of loal magnetizations.
4.3. Replia theory
In this setion we use the replia theory for analyzing the typial performane of Gallager
odes along the same lines disussed for Sourlas odes. We start by rewriting the gauged
Hamiltonian (107) in a form more suitable for omputing averages over dierent odes:
H
gauge

( ; ) =  
X
hi
1
i
K
i
A
hi
1
i
K
i
(
i
1
   
i
K
  1)  F
M
X
j=1

j

j
; (111)
where A
hi
1
i
K
i
2 f0; 1g is a random symmetri tensor with the properties:
X
hi
1
i
K
i
A
hi
1
i
K
i
=M  N
X
hi
1
;;i
j
=l;;i
K
i
A
hi
1
;;i
K
i
= C 8l; (112)
that selets M  N sets of indies (onstrution). The onstrution fA
hi
1
i
K
i
g and the
noise vetor  are to be regarded as quenhed disorder. As usual, the aim is to ompute
the free-energy:
f =  
1

lim
M!1
1
M
hln Zi
A;
; (113)
from whih the typial marosopi (thermodynami) behavior an be obtained. The
partition funtion Z is:
Z = Tr

exp
 
 H
gauge

( ; )

: (114)
The free energy an be evaluated alulating following expression
f =  
1

lim
M!1
1
M

n




n=0
hZ
n
i
A;
; (115)
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where
hZ
n
i
A;
=
X

1
;;
n
M
Y
j=1
*
exp
 
F
n
X
=1


j
!+


*
Y
hi
1
i
K
i
n
Y
=1
exp

A
hi
1
i
K
i
(

i
1
   

i
K
  1)

+
A
: (116)
The average over onstrutions h(  )i
A
takes the form:
h(  )i
A
=
1
N
X
fAg
M
Y
j=1
Æ
0

X
hi
1
=j;i
2
;;i
K
i
A
hi
1
=j;;i
K
i
  C
1
A
(  )
=
1
N
X
fAg
M
Y
j=1
"
I
dZ
j
2i
1
Z
C+1
j
Z
P
hi
1
=j;i
2
;;i
K
i
A
hi
1
=j;;i
K
i
j
#
(  ) ; (117)
and the average h(  )i

over the noise is:
h(  )i

=
X
= 1;+1
(1  p)Æ(   1) + pÆ( + 1) (  ): (118)
By omputing the averages above and introduing auxiliary variables through the
identity
Z
dq

1

m
Æ
 
q

1

m
 
1
M
M
X
i
Z
i


1
i
   

m
i
!
= 1 (119)
one nds, after using standard tehniques (see Appendix B.1 for details), the following
expression for the repliated partition funtion:
hZ
n
i
A;
=
1
N
Z

dq
0
dbq
0
2i

 
n
Y
=1
dq

dbq

2i
!
   (120)
 exp
2
4
M
K
K!
n
X
m=0
X
h
1

m
i
T
m
q
K

1

m
  M
n
X
m=0
X
h
1

m
i
q

1

m
bq

1

m
3
5

M
Y
j=1
Tr
f

g
2
4
*
exp
"
F
n
X
=1


#+


I
dZ
2i
exp
h
Z
P
n
m=0
P
h
1

m
i
bq

1

m


1
   

m
i
Z
C+1
3
5
;
where T
m
= e
 n
osh
n
() tanh
m
(). Comparing this expression with that obtained
for the ode of Sourlas in Eq. (A.7), one an see that the dierenes are the
dimensionalityM for Gallager odes instead of N for Sourlas (reeting the fat that in
the former the noise vetor of dimension M is the dynamial variable) and the absene
of disorder in the ouplings, yielding a slightly modied denition for the onstants T
m
.
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Figure 14. Suboptimal ferromagneti solution 
NFERRO
(x) for the saddle-point
equations (124) obtained numerially. Parameters are K = 4, C = 3 and p = 0:20.
Cirles orrespond to an experimental histogram obtained by deoding with probability
propagation in 100 runs for 10 dierent random onstrutions.
4.4. Replia symmetri solution
The replia symmetri ansatz onsists of assuming the following form for the order
parameters:
q

1

m
=
Z
dx (x) x
m
bq

1

m
=
Z
dbx b(bx) bx
m
: (121)
By performing the limit  ! 1, plugging (121) into (120), omputing the
normalization onstant N , integrating in the omplex variable Z and omputing the
trae (see Appendix B.2) we nd:
hZ
n
i
A;
= Extr
;b

exp

 MC

Z
dxdbx (x) b(bx) (1 + xbx)
n
  1

+
 
MC
K
Z
K
Y
j=1
dx
j
(x
j
) (1 +
K
Y
j=1
x
j
)
n
  1
!#
(122)

0

Z
C
Y
j=1
dbx
j
b(bx
j
)
*"
X
=1
e
F
C
Y
j=1
(1 + bx
j
)
#
n
+

1
A
M
9
=
;
:
Using (115):
f =
1

Extr
;b

C
K
ln2 + C
Z
dxdbx (x) b(bx) ln(1 + xbx)
 
C
K
Z
K
Y
j=1
dx
j
(x
j
) ln(1 +
K
Y
j=1
x
j
) (123)
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Figure 15. Free-energies for K = 4, C = 3 and R = 1=4. The full line orresponds
to the free-energy of thermodynami states. Up to p
s
only the ferromagneti state is
present. The ferromagneti state then dominates the thermodynamis up to p

, where
thermodynami oexistene with suboptimal ferromagneti states takes plae. Dashed
lines orrespond to replia symmetri free-energies of non-dominant metastable states.
 
Z
C
Y
j=1
dbx
j
b(bx
j
)
*
ln
"
X
=1
e
F
C
Y
j=1
(1 + bx
j
)
#+

9
=
;
:
The extremization above yields a pair of saddle-point equations:
b(bx) =
Z
K 1
Y
j=1
dx
j
(x
j
) Æ
"
bx 
K 1
Y
j=1
x
j
#
(124)
(x) =
Z
C 1
Y
l=1
dbx
l
b(bx
l
)
*
Æ
"
x  tanh
 
F +
C 1
X
l=1
atanh bx
l
!#+

;
where  = 1 (Nishimori temperature) and F =
1
2
ln (
1 p
p
) for optimal deoding.
Following the derivation of Appendix A.3 very losely, the typial overlap  =
h
1
M
P
M
j=1

j
b
j
i
A;
between the estimate b
j
= sgn(h
j
i

) and the atual noise 
j
is given
by:
 =
Z
dh P (h) sgn(h) (125)
P (h) =
Z
C
Y
l=1
dbx
l
b(bx
l
)
*
Æ
"
h  tanh
 
F +
C
X
l=1
atanh bx
l
!#+

:
4.5. Thermodynami quantities and typial performane
The typial performane of a ode as predited by the replia symmetri theory an
be assessed by solving (124) numerially and omputing the overlap  using (125).
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Figure 16. Pitorial representation of the replia symmetri free-energy landsape
hanging with the noise level p. Up to p
s
there is only one stable state F orresponding
to the ferromagneti state with  = 1. At p
s
, a seond stable suboptimal ferromagneti
state F
0
emerges with  < 1, as the noise level inreases, oexistene is attained at p

.
Above p

, F
0
beomes the global minimum dominating the system thermodynamis.
The numerial alulation an be done by representing distributions  and b by
histograms (we have used representations with 20000 bins), and performing Monte-
Carlo integrations in an iterative fashion until a solution is found. Overlaps an be
obtained by plugging the distribution b that is a solution for (124) into (125).
Numerial alulations show the emergene of two solution types, the rst
orresponds to a totally aligned (ferromagneti) state with  = 1 desribed by:

FERRO
(x) = Æ[x  1℄ b
FERRO
(bx) = Æ[bx  1℄: (126)
The ferromagneti solution is the only stable solution up to a spei noise level p
s
.
Above p
s
another stable solution with  < 1 (suboptimal ferromagneti) an be obtained
numerially. This solution is depited in Fig.14 for K = 4, C = 3 and p = 0:20.
The ferromagneti state is always a stable solution for (124) and is present for all
hoies of noise level or onstrution parameters C and K. The stability an be veried
by introduing small perturbations to the solution and observing that the solution is
reovered after a number of iterations of (124).
The free-energy for the ferromagneti state at Nishimori's temperature is simply
f
FERRO
=  F (1   2p). In Fig. 15 we show free-energies for K = 4 and R = 1=4, p

indiates the noise level where oexistene between the ferromagneti and suboptimal
ferromagneti phases ours. This oexistene noise level oinides, within the numerial
preision, with the information theoreti upper bound of Setion 4.1. In Fig.16 we show
pitorially how the replia symmetri free-energy landsape hanges with the noise level
p.
In Fig.17 we show the overlap as a funtion of the noise level, as obtained for
K = 4 and R = 1=4 (therefore C = 3). Full lines indiate values orresponding to
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Figure 17. Overlaps for K = 4, C = 3 and R = 1=4. The full line orresponds
to overlaps predited by thermodynamial onsiderations. Up to p
s
only the
ferromagneti  = 1 state is present, it then dominates the thermodynamis up to
p

, where oexistene with suboptimal ferromagneti states takes plae. Dashed lines
orrespond to overlaps of non-dominant states.
states of minimum free-energy that are predited thermodynamially. The general idea
is that the marosopi behaviour of the system is dominated by the global minimum
of the free-energy (thermodynami equilibrium state). After a suÆiently long time the
system eventually visits ongurations onsistent with the minimum free-energy state
staying there almost all of the time. The whole dynamis is ignored and only the stable
equilibrium, in a thermodynami sense, is taken into aount. Also in Fig. 17 we show
results obtained by simulating probability propagation deoding (blak irles). The
pratial deoding stays in a meta-stable (in the thermodynami sense) state between
p
s
and p

and the pratial maximum noise level orreted is atually given by p
s
.
Returning to the pitorial representation in Fig.16, the noise level p
s
that provides
the pratial threshold is signalled by the appearane of spinodal points in the replia
symmetri free-energy, dened as points separating (meta)stable and unstable regions
in the spae of thermodynamial ongurations (). The noise level p
s
may, therefore,
be alled spinodal noise level.
The solutions obtained must produe non-negative entropies to be physially
meaningful. The entropy an be omputed from the free-energy (123) as s = 
2
f

yielding:
s = (u()   f) (127)
u() =  
Z
C
Y
j=1
dbx
j
b

(bx
j
)
*
F
P
=1
e
F
Q
C
j=1
(1 + bx
j
)
P
=1
e
F
Q
C
j=1
(1 + bx
j
)
+

;
where b

is a solution for the saddle-point equations (124) and u() orresponds to
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Figure 18. Internal energy density for K = 4, C = 3 and R = 1=4 for both
ferromagneti and suboptimal ferromagneti states. The equality is a onsequene
of using the Nishimori ondition (see Appendix B.3).
the internal energy density at temperature . For the ferromagneti state s
FERRO
= 0
what indiates that the replia symmetri ferromagneti solution is physial and that
the number of miro-states onsistent with the ferromagneti state is at most of
polynomial order in N . The entropy of the suboptimal ferromagneti state an be
obtained numerially. Up to the spinodal noise level p
s
the entropy vanishes as only
the ferromagneti state is stable. Above p
s
the entropy of the replia symmetri
suboptimal ferromagneti state is negative and, therefore, unphysial. At p

the entropy
of the suboptimal ferromagneti state beomes positive again. The internal energy
density obtained numerially is depited in Fig.18 being u =  F (1   2p) for both
ferromagneti and suboptimal ferromagneti states, justied by assuming Nishimori's
ondition  !1,  = 1 and F = atanh(1  2p) [Iba99℄ (see Appendix B.3).
The unphysial behavior of the suboptimal ferromagneti solution between p
s
and
p

indiates that the replia symmetri ansatz does not provide the orret physial
desription of the system. The onstrution of a omplete one-step replia symmetry
breaking theory turns out to be a diÆult task in the family of models we fous on
here [WS88, Mon98b, Mon98a℄; although it may be possible in priniple using a new
method, reently introdued by Mezard and Parisi [MP01℄. An alternative is to onsider
a frozen spins solution. In this ase the entropy in the interval p
s
< p < p

is orreted
to s
RSB
= 0 and the free-energy and internal energy are frozen to the values at p

.
Any andidate to a physial desription for the system would have to be ompared
with simulations to be validated. Nevertheless, our aim here is prediting the behavior
of a partiular deoding algorithm, namely, probability propagation. In the next setion
we will show that, to this end, the replia symmetri theory will be suÆient.
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Figure 19. First step in the onstrution of Husimi atus with K = 3 and
onnetivity C = 4.
4.6. Codes on a atus
In this setion we present a statistial physis treatment of Gallager odes by employing
a mean-eld approximation based on the use of a generalized tree struture (Bethe lattie
[WS87b℄) known as Husimi atus that is exatly solvable [Guj95, BL82, RK92, Gol91℄.
There are many dierent ways of building mean-eld theories. One an make
a perturbative expansion around a tratable model [Ple82, Tan00℄ or assume a
tratable struture and variationally determine the model parameters [SJ98℄. In the
approximation we employ, the tratable struture is tree-like and the ouplings J

are
just assumed to be those of a model with yles. In this framework the probability
propagation deoding algorithm (PP) emerges naturally providing an alternative view to
the relationship between PP deoding and mean-eld approximations already observed
in [KS98℄. Moreover, this approah has the advantage of being slightly more ontrolled
and easier to understand than replia alulations.
A Husimi atus with onnetivity C is generated starting with a polygon of K
verties with one Ising spin in eah vertex (generation 0). All spins in a polygon interat
through a single oupling J

and one of them is alled the base spin. In Fig.19 we show
the rst step in the onstrution of a Husimi atus, in a generi step the base spins of
the (C   1)(K   1) polygons in generation n   1 are attahed to K   1 verties of a
polygon in the next generation n. This proess is iterated until a maximum generation
n
max
is reahed, the graph is then ompleted by attahing C unorrelated branhes of
n
max
generations at their base spins. In this way eah spin inside the graph is onneted
to C polygons exatly. The loal magnetization at the enter m
j
an be obtained by
xing boundary (initial) onditions in the 0-th generation and iterating the related
reursion equations until generation n
max
is reahed. Carrying out the alulation in
the thermodynami limit orresponds to having n
max
 lnM generations andM !1.
The Hamiltonian of the model has the form (106) where L() denotes the
polygon  of the lattie. Due to the tree-like struture, loal quantities far from the
boundary an be alulated reursively by speifying boundary onditions. The typial
deoding performane an therefore be omputed exatly without resorting to replia
alulations [Guj95℄.
We adopt the approah presented in [RK92℄ for obtaining reursion relations. The
probability distribution P
k
(
k
) for the base spin of the polygon  is onneted to
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(C   1)(K   1) distributions P
j
(
j
), with  2 M(j) n  (all polygons linked to j
but ) of polygons in the previous generation:
P
k
(
k
) =
1
N
Tr
f
j
g
exp
2
4

0

J


k
Y
j2L()nk

j
  1
1
A
+ F
k
3
5
(128)

Y
2M(j)n
Y
j2L()nk
P
j
(
j
);
where the trae is over the spins 
j
suh that j 2 L() n k.
The eetive eld bx
j
on a base spin j due to neighbors in polygon  an be written
as :
e
 2bx
j
= e
2F
P
j
( )
P
j
(+)
; (129)
Combining (128) and (129) we nd the reursion relation (see Appendix B.4 for details):
e
 2bx
k
=
Tr
f
j
g
e
 J

Q
j2L()nk

j
+
P
j2L()nk
(F+
P
2M(j)n
bx
j
)
j
Tr
f
j
g
e
+J

Q
j2L()nk

j
+
P
j2L()nk
(F+
P
2M(j)n
bx
j
)
j
: (130)
By omputing the traes and taking  !1 and  = 1 one obtains:
bx
k
= atanh
2
4
J

Y
j2L()nk
tanh(F +
X
2M(j)n
bx
j
)
3
5
(131)
The eetive loal magnetization due to interations with the nearest neighbors in
one branh is given by bm
j
= tanh(bx
j
). The eetive loal eld on a base spin
j of a polygon  due to C   1 branhes in the previous generation and due to the
external eld is x
j
= F +
P
2M(j)n
bx
j
; the eetive loal magnetization is therefore
m
j
= tanh(x
j
). Equation (131) an then be rewritten in terms of bm
j
and m
j
and
the PP equations [Ma99, KS98, KF98℄ an be reovered:
m
k
= tanh
0

F +
X
2M(k)n
atanh (bm
k
)
1
A
bm
k
= J

Y
j2L()nk
m
j
(132)
One the magnetization on the boundary (0-th generation) are assigned, the loal
magnetization m
j
in the entral site is determined by iterating (132) and omputing :
m
j
= tanh
0

F +
X
2M(j)
atanh (bm
j
)
1
A
(133)
A free-energy an be obtained by integration of (132) [MKSV00, VSK00b, BL82℄.
The equations (132) desribing PP deoding represent extrema of the following free-
energy:
F(fm
k
; bm
k
g) =
M N
X
=1
X
i2L()
ln(1 +m
i
bm
i
) (134)
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Figure 20. Transitions for Gallager odes with K = 6 (left) and K = 10 (right).
Shannon's bound (dashed line), information theory upper bound (full line) and
thermodynami transition obtained numerially (Æ). Transitions obtained by Monte-
arlo integration of Eq.(138) () and by simulations of PP deoding (+, M = 5000
averaged over 20 runs) are also shown. Blak squares are estimates for pratial
thresholds based on Se.4.8. In both gures, symbols are hosen larger than the error
bars.
 
M N
X
=1
ln(1 + J

Y
i2L()
m
i
)
 
M
X
j=1
ln
2
4
e
F
Y
2M(j)
(1 + bm
j
) + e
 F
Y
2M(j)
(1  bm
j
)
3
5
The iteration of the maps (132) is atually one out of many dierent methods of nding
stable extrema of this free-energy.
The deoding proess an be performed by iterating the multidimensionalmap (132)
using some dened sheduling. Assume that the iterations are performed in parallel
using the following proedure:
(i) Eetive loal magnetizations are initialized as m
k
= 1   2p, reeting prior
probabilities.
(ii) Conjugate magnetizations bm
k
are updated.
(iii) Magnetizations m
k
are omputed.
(iv) If onvergene or a maximal number of iterations is attained, stop. Otherwise go
to step (ii).
Equations (132) have xed points that are inonveniently dependent on the
partiular noise vetor . By applying the gauge transformation J

7! 1 and 
j
7! 
j

j
we get a map with noise independent xed points that has the following form:
m
k
= tanh
0


k
F +
X
2M(k)n
atanh (bm
k
)
1
A
(135)
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Figure 21. Mean normalized overlap  between the atual noise vetor  and
deoded noise
b
 for a Gallager ode with K = 4 and C = 3 (therefore R = 1=4).
Theoretial values () obtained by Monte-arlo integration of Eq.(138) and averages
of 20 simulations of PP deoding for ode word lengths M = 5000 () and M = 100
(full line). Symbols are hosen larger than the error bars.
bm
k
=
Y
j2L()nk
m
j
: (136)
In terms of eetive elds x
k
and bx
k
we have:
x
k
= 
k
F +
X
2M(k)n
bx
k
bx
k
= atanh
0

Y
j2L()nk
tanh(x
j
)
1
A
: (137)
The above equations provide a mirosopi desription for the dynamis of a probability
propagation deoder, a marosopi desription an be onstruted by retaining
only statistial information about the system, namely by desribing the evolution of
histograms of variables x
k
and bx
k
.
Assume that the eetive elds x
k
and bx
k
are random variables independently
sampled from the distributions P (x) and
b
P (bx) respetively, in the same way assume
that 
j
is sampled from P () = (1  p) Æ(   1) + Æ( + 1). A reursion relation in the
spae of probability distributions [BL82℄ an be found from Eq. (137):
P
n
(x) =
Z
d P ()
Z
C 1
Y
l=1
dbx
l
b
P
n 1
(bx
l
) Æ
"
x  F  
C 1
X
l=1
bx
l
#
b
P
n 1
(bx) =
Z
K 1
Y
j=1
dx
j
P
n 1
(x
j
) Æ
"
bx  atanh
 
K 1
Y
j=1
tanh(x
j
)
!#
; (138)
where P
n
(x) is the distribution of eetive elds at the n-th generation due to the
previous generations and external elds, in the thermodynami limit the distribution
far from the boundary will be P
1
(x) (generation n!1). The loal eld distribution
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Figure 22. PP deoding onvergene time as a funtion of the ode size (M  N) for
K = 4 C = 3 and p = 0:05, therefore, well below the threshold. The onvergene time
learly does not sale with the system size.
at the entral site is omputed by replaing C 1 by C in the rst equation (138), taking
into aount C polygons in the generation just before the entral site, and inserting the
distribution P
1
(x):
P (h) =
Z
d P ()
Z
C
Y
l=1
dbx
l
b
P
1
(bx
l
) Æ
"
x  F  
C
X
l=1
bx
l
#
: (139)
Equations (138) are idential to equations (124) obtained by the replia symmetri
theory [KMS00, MKSV00, VSK00b℄ if the variables desribing elds are transformed to
those of loal magnetizations through x 7! tanh(x).
In Fig.14 we show empirial histograms obtained by performing 100 runs of PP
deoding for 10 dierent odes of size M = 5000 and ompare with a distribution
obtained by solving equations like (138). The pratial PP deoding is performed by
setting initial onditions as m
j
= 1   2p to orrespond to the prior probabilities and
iterating (132) until stationarity or a maximum number of iterations is attained [Ma99℄.
The estimate for the noise vetor is then produed by omputing b
j
= sign(m
j
). At
eah deoding step the system an be desribed by histograms of variables (132), this
is equivalent to iterating (138) (a similar idea was presented in [Ma99, Dav98℄).
In Fig.20 we summarize the transitions obtained for K = 6 and K = 10. A dashed
line indiates Shannon's limit, the full line represents the information theoreti upper
bound of Setion 4.1, white irles stand for the oexistene line obtained numerially.
Diamonds represent spinodal noise levels obtained by solving (138) numerially and
(+) are results obtained by performing 20 runs using PP deoding. It is interesting to
observe that the pratial performane tends to get worse as K grows large, what agrees
with the general belief that deoding gets harder as Shannon's limit is approahed.
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Figure 23. Tanner graph representing the neighborhood of a bit node in an irregular
Gallager ode. Blak irles represent heks and white irles represent bits.
4.7. Tree-like approximation and the thermodynami limit
The geometrial struture of a Gallager ode dened by the matrixA an be represented
by a bipartite graph as in Fig.(23) (Tanner graph) [KF98℄ with bit and hek nodes
(in this ase, we show an irregular onstration where the values of K and C are
not xed). Eah olumn j of A represents a bit node and eah row  represents
a hek node, A
j
= 1 means that there is an edge linking bit j to hek . It is
possible to show [RU01℄ that for a random ensemble of regular odes, the probability
of ompleting a yle after walking l edges starting from an arbitrary node is upper
bounded by P[l;K;C;M ℄  l
2
K
l
=M . It implies that for very large M only yles of
at least order lnM survive. In the thermodynami limit M ! 1 and the probability
P[l;K;C;M ℄! 0 for any nite l and the bulk of the system is eetively tree-like. By
mapping eah hek node to a polygon with K bit nodes as verties, one an map a
Tanner graph into a Husimi lattie that is eetively a tree for any number of generations
of order less than lnM . In Fig.22 we show that the number of iterations of (132) required
for onvergene far from the threshold does not sale with the system size, therefore,
it is expeted that the interior of a tree-like lattie approximates a Gallager ode with
inreasing auray as the system size inreases. Figure 21 shows that the approximation
is fairly good even for sizes as small as M = 100 when ompared to theoretial results
and simulations for sizeM = 5000. Nevertheless, the dierene inreases as the spinodal
noise level approahes, what seems to indiate the breakdown of the approximation. A
possible explanation is that onvergene times larger than O(lnM) may be required
in this region. An interesting analysis of the onvergene properties of probability
propagation algorithms for some spei graphial models an be found in [Wei97℄.
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4.8. Estimating spinodal noise levels
We now estimate the threshold noise level p
s
by introduing a measure for the number
of parity-heks violated by a bit 
l
:
E
l
=  
X
2M(l)
0

J


l
Y
j2L()nl

j
  1
1
A
: (140)
By using gauged variables:
E
l
=  
X
2M(l)
0


l
Y
j2L()nl

j
  1
1
A
: (141)
Suppose that random guesses are generated by sampling the prior distribution, their
typial overlap will be  = 1  2p. Assume now that the vetors sampled are orreted
by ipping 
l
if E
l
= C. If the landsape has a single dominant minimum we expet that
this proedure will tend to inrease the overlap  between  and the atual noise vetor
 in the rst step up to the noise level p
s
, where suboptimal mirosopi ongurations
are expeted to emerge. Above p
s
there is a large number of suboptimal ferromagneti
miro-states with an overlap around  = 1   2p (see Fig.21), and we expet that if a
single bit of a randomly guessed vetor is orreted, the overlap will then either inrease
or derease, staying unhanged on average. A vanishing variation in the mean overlap
would, therefore, signal the emergene of suboptimal miro-states at p
s
.
The probability that a bit 
l
= +1 is orreted is:
P (E
l
= C j 
l
= +1) =
Y
2M(l)
P
8
<
:
Y
j2L()nl

j
=  1
9
=
;
: (142)
For a a bit 
l
=  1 :
P (E
l
= C j 
l
=  1) =
Y
2M(l)
2
4
1  P
8
<
:
Y
j2L()nl

j
=  1
9
=
;
3
5
: (143)
Considering vetors sampled from a prior P () = (1  p) Æ(   1) + p Æ( + 1) we
have:
P
8
<
:
Y
j2L()nl

j
=  1
9
=
;
=
1
2
 
1
2
(1  2p)
K 1
: (144)
The gauged overlap is dened as  =
P
M
j=1
S
j
and the variation on the overlap after
ipping a bit l is  = 
1
  
0
= S
1
l
  S
0
l
. The mean variation in the overlap due to a
ip in a bit 
l
with E
l
= C is therefore:
1
2
hi = P (
l
= +1 j E
l
= C)   P (
l
=  1 j E
l
= C) (145)
=
P

l
=1

l
P (E
l
= C j 
l
)P (
l
)
P

l
=1
P (E
l
= C j 
l
))P (
l
)
;
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where we applied the Bayes theorem to obtain the last line.
By plugging the prior probability, (142) and (144) into the above expression we get:
1
2
hi =

1  (1  2p)
K 1

C
(1  p)  

1 + (1  2p)
K 1

C
p
[1  (1  2p)
K 1
℄
C
(1  p) + [1 + (1  2p)
K 1
℄
C
p
: (146)
At p
s
we have hi = 0 and:
p
s
1  p
s
=

1  (1  2p
s
)
K 1
1 + (1  2p
s
)
K 1

: (147)
The above equation an be solved numerially yielding reasonably aurate estimates
for pratial thresholds p
s
as an be seen in Fig.20.
MaKay [Ma99℄ and Gallager [Gal62, Gal63℄ introdued probabilisti deoding
algorithms whose performane analysis is essentially the same those as presented here.
However, the results obtained in Setion 4.3 put the analysis into a broader perspetive:
algorithms that generate deoding solutions in polynomial time, as is the ase of
probabilisti deoding or probability propagation, seem to be bounded by the pratial
threshold p
s
due to the presene of suboptimal solutions. On other hand, deoding
in exponential time is always possible up to the thermodynami transition at p

(with
p

attaining hannel apaity if K ! 1), by performing an exhaustive searh for the
global minimum of the free-energy (134).
5. MaKay-Neal Codes
MaKay-Neal (MN) odes were introdued in [MN95℄ as a variation on Gallager odes.
As in the ase of Gallager odes (see Setion 4), MN odes are dened by two very
sparse matries, but with the dierene that information on both noise and signal is
inorporated to the syndrome vetor. MN odes are also deoded using sparse matries
while enoding uses a dense matrix, what yields good distane properties and a deoding
problem solvable in linear time by using the methods of probability propagation.
Casading odes, a lass of onstrutions inside the MN family reently proposed by
Kanter and Saad [KS99b, KS00b, KS00a℄, have been shown to outperform some of the
utting-edge Gallager and turbo ode onstrutions. We will disuss asading odes in
the next seion, but this fat alone justies a thorough study of MN odes.
Theorems showing the asymptoti goodness of the MN family have been proved
in [Ma99℄. By assuming that equal message and noise biases (for a BSC), it was
proved that the probability of error vanishes as the message length inreases and that
it is possible to get as lose as desired to hannel apaity by inreasing the number of
non-zero elements in a olumn of the very sparse matries dening the ode.
It an also be shown by a simple upper bound that MN odes, unlike Gallager odes,
might as well attain Shannon's bound for a nite number of non-zero elements in the
olumns of the very sparse matries, given that unbiased messages are used. This upper
bound does not guarantee that hannel apaity an be attained in polynomial time or
even that it an be attained at all. Results obtained using statistial physis tehniques
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[KMS00, MKSV00, VSK00b, VSK00a℄ seem to indiate that Shannon's bound an
atually be approahed with exponential time deoding. This feature is onsidered
to be new and somewhat surprising [Ma00b℄.
Statistial physis has been applied to analyze MN odes and its variants
in [KMS00, MKSV00, VSK00b℄. In the analysis we use the replia symmetri theory to
obtain all relevant thermodynami quantities and to alulate the phase diagram. The
theory also yields a noise level where suboptimal solutions emerge that is in onnetion
with the pratial thresholds observed when probability propagation deoding is used.
Assuming that a message is represented by a binary vetor  2 f0; 1g
N
sampled
independently from the distribution P () = (1 p

) Æ()+p

Æ( 1), the MN enoding
proess onsists of produing a binary vetor t 2 f0; 1g
M
dened by
t = G (mod 2); (148)
where all operations are performed in the eld f0; 1g and are indiated by (mod 2). The
ode rate is, therefore, R = N=M .
The generator matrix G is an M N dense matrix dened by
G = C
 1
n
C
s
(mod 2); (149)
with C
n
being an M M binary invertible sparse matrix and C
s
an M  N binary
sparse matrix.
The transmitted vetor t is then orrupted by noise. We here assume a memoryless
binary symmetri hannel (BSC), namely, noise is represented by a binary vetor
 2 f0; 1g
M
with omponents independently drawn from the distribution P () =
(1  p) Æ() + p Æ(   1).
The reeived vetor takes the form
r = G +  (mod 2): (150)
Deoding is performed by pre-proessing the reeived message with the matrix C
n
and produing the syndrome vetor
z = C
n
r = C
s
 +C
n
 (mod 2); (151)
from whih an estimate
b
 for the message an be diretly obtained.
An MN ode is alled regular if the number of elements set to one in eah row of
C
s
is hosen to be K and the number of elements in eah olumn is set to be C. For
the square matrix C
n
the number of elements in eah row (or olumn) is set to L. In
this ase the total number of ones in the matrix C
s
is MK = NC, yielding that the
rate an alternatively be expressed as R = K=C.
In ontrast, an MN ode is alled irregular if eah row m in C
s
and C
n
ontains K
m
and L
m
non-zero elements respetively. In the same way, eah olumn j of C
s
ontains
C
j
non-zero elements and eah olumn l of C
n
ontains D
l
non-zero elements.
Counting the number of non-zero elements in the matries leads to the following
relations:
N
X
j=1
C
j
=
M
X
=1
K

M
X
l=1
D
l
=
M
X
=1
L

; (152)
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The ode rate is, therefore, R = K=C, where:
K =
1
M
M
X
=1
K

C =
1
N
N
X
j=1
C
j
: (153)
The Bayes optimal estimator
b
 for the message  is
b

j
= argmax
S
j
P (S
j
j z).
The performane of this estimator is measured by the probability of bit error p
b
=
1   1=N
P
N
j=1
Æ[
b

j
; 
j
℄, where Æ[; ℄ is the Kroneker delta. Knowing the matries C
s
and C
n
, the syndrome vetor z, the noise level p and the message bias p

; the posterior
probability is omputed by applying Bayes theorem:
P (S;  j z) =
1
Z
 [z = C
s
S +C
n
 (mod 2)℄P (S)P ( ); (154)
where [X℄ is an indiator funtion providing 1 if X is true and 0 otherwise.
To obtain the estimate one has to ompute the marginal posterior
P (S
j
j z) =
X
fS
i
:i6=jg
X

P (S;  j z); (155)
whih requires O(2
N
) operations and is impratial for long messages. Again we an use
the sparseness of [C
s
j C
n
℄ and the methods of probability propagation for deoding,
what requires only O(N) operations.
When p = p

, MN and Gallager odes are equivalent under a proper transformation
of parameters, as the ode rate is R = N=M for MN odes and R = 1 N=M for Gallager
odes. The main dierene between the odes is in the syndrome vetor z. For MN
odes the syndrome vetor inorporates information on both message and noise while
for Gallager odes only information on the noise is present (see Eq.(103)). This feature
opens the possibility of adjusting the ode behavior by ontrolling the message bias p

.
An MN ode an be thought as a non-linear ode [Ma00℄. Redundany in
the original message ould be removed (introdued) by using a soure (de)ompressor
dened by some non-linear funtion  = g(
0
; p

) and enoding would then be t =
Gg(
0
; p

) (mod 2). In the following we show that other new features emerge due to
the introdution of the parameter p

.
5.1. Upper bound on ahievable rates
In a regular MN ode the syndrome vetor z = C
s
S + C
n
 (mod 2) is a sum of K
message bits drawn from the distribution P () = (1  p

) Æ()+ p

Æ(  1) and L noise
bits drawn from P () = (1  p) Æ() + p Æ(   1).
The probability of z
j
= 1 is (see Appendix C.1)
p
1
z
(K;L) =
1
2
 
1
2
(1  2p

)
K
(1  2p)
L
: (156)
The maximum information ontent in the syndrome vetor is MH
2
(p
1
z
(K;L)) (in bits
or shannons), where H
2
(x) is the binary entropy. The amount of information needed to
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reonstrut both the message vetor  and the noise vetor  is NH
2
(p

) +MH
2
(p) (in
bits or shannons). Thus, it is a neessary ondition for suessful deoding that:
M H
2
(p
1
z
(K;L))  N H
2
(p

) +M H
2
(p)
H
2
(p
1
z
(K;L)) H
2
(p)  R H
2
(p

)
R 
H
2
(p
1
z
(K;L))   H
2
(p)
H
2
(p

)
: (157)
For the ase p

= p and L = C, we an reover bounds (105) for Gallager odes
with dimensions and parameters redened as M
0
= M +N , N
0
= N and K
0
= K + L.
In [Ma99℄, a theorem stating that hannel apaity an be attained when K !1 was
proved for this partiular ase.
If unbiased (p

= 1=2) messages are used, H
2
(p

) = 1, H
2
(p
1
z
(K;L)) = 1 and the
bound (157) beomes
R  1   H
2
(p); (158)
i.e., MN odes may be apable of attaining hannel apaity even for nite K and L,
given that unbiased messages are used.
5.2. Statistial physis formulation
The statistial physis formulation for MN odes is a straightforward extension of the
formulation presented for Gallager odes. The eld (f0; 1g;+ (mod 2)) is replaed by
(f1g;) [Sou89℄ and the syndrome vetor aquires the form :
J

=
Y
j2L
s
()

j
Y
l2L
n
()

l
(159)
where j = 1;    ; N , l = 1;    ;M and  = 1;    ;M .
The K

indies of nonzero elements in the row  of the signal matrix C
s
are given
by L
s
() = fj
1
;    ; j
K

g, and in a olumn j are given byM
s
(j) = f
1
;    ; 
C
j
g. In the
same way, for the noise matrix C
n
, the L

indies of nonzero elements in the row  are
given by L
n
() = fj
1
;    ; j
L

g, and in a olumn l are given by M
n
(l) = f
1
;    ; 
D
l
g.
Under the assumption that priors P (S) and P ( ) are ompletely fatorizable, the
posterior (154) orresponds to the limit  !1 and  = 1 (Nishimori temperature) of:
P

(S;  j J ) =
1
Z
exp [ H

(S;  ;J )℄ (160)
H

(S;  ;J ) =   
M
X
=1
0

J

Y
j2L
s
()
S
j
Y
l2L
n
()

l
  1
1
A
  F
s
N
X
j=1
S
j
  F
n
M
X
l=1

l
;
with F
s
=
1
2
atanh(
1 p

p

) and F
n
=
1
2
atanh(
1 p
p
) (Nishimori ondition [Iba99℄).
By applying the gauge transformation S
j
7! S
j

j
and 
l
7! 
l

l
the ouplings an
be gauged out J

7! 1, eliminating the disorder. The model is free of frustration (as
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in [Tou77℄, the model is at) . Similarly to Gallager odes, the resulting Hamiltonian
onsists of two sub-latties interating via multi-spin ferromagneti iterations with nite
onnetivity in random elds 
j
F
s
and 
l
F
n
:
H
gauge

(S;  ; ; ) =   
M
X
=1
0

Y
j2L
s
()
S
j
Y
l2L
n
()

l
1
1
A
  F
s
N
X
j=1

j
S
j
  F
n
M
X
l=1

l

l
: (161)
At the Nishimori ondition  ! 1, and the model an also be regarded as a
paramagnet with restrited onguration spae on a non-uniform external eld:
H
gauge
((S;  ) 2 
; ; ) =  F
s
N
X
j=1

j
S
j
  F
n
M
X
l=1

l

l
; (162)
where

 = f(S;  ) :
Y
j2L
s
()
S
j
Y
l2L
n
()

l
= 1 ;  = 1;    ;Mg: (163)
Optimal deoding onsists of nding loal magnetizations at the Nishimori
temperature in the signal sub-lattie m
j
= hS
j
i

N
and alulating Bayesian estimates
b

j
= sgn(m
j
).
The probability of bit error is
p
b
=
1
2
 
1
2N
N
X
j=1

j
sgn(m
j
); (164)
onneting the ode performane with the omputation of loal magnetizations.
5.3. Replia theory
The replia theory for MN odes is the theory onstruted for Gallager odes, with the
introdution of extra dynamial variables S. The gauged Hamiltonian (161) is written
as:
H
gauge

(S;  ; ; ) =   
X
hjli
A
hjli
(S
j
1
  S
j
K

l
1
   
l
L
  1)
  F
s
N
X
j=1

j
S
j
  F
n
M
X
l=1

l

l
; (165)
where hjli is a shorthand for hj
1
   j
K
l
1
   l
L
i.
Code onstrutions are desribed by the tensor A
hili
2 f0; 1g that speies a set of
indies hj
1
   j
K
l
1
   l
L
i orresponding to non-zero elements in a partiular row of the
matrix [C
s
j C
n
℄. To ope with non-invertible C
n
matries we an start by onsidering
an ensemble with uniformly generated M M matries. The non-invertible matries
an be made invertible by eliminating a   O(1) number of rows and olumns, resulting
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in an ensemble of (M   )  (M   ) invertible C
n
matries and (M   )  (N   )
C
s
matries. As we are interested in the thermodynami limit we an neglet O(1)
dierenes and ompute the averages in the original spae of M M matries. The
averages are then performed over an ensemble of odes generated as follows:
(i) Sets of numbers fC
j
g
N
j=1
and fD
l
g
M
l=1
are sampled independently from distributions
P
C
and P
D
respetively;
(ii) Tensors A
hjli
are generated suh that
X
hjli
A
hjli
= M;
X
hj
1
=jj
K
l
1
l
L
i
A
hjli
= C
j
X
hj
1
j
K
l
1
=ll
L
i
A
hjli
= D
l
:
The free-energy is omputed by the replia method as:
f =  
1

lim
N!1
1
N

n




n=0
hZ
n
i
A;;
(166)
The repliated partition funtion is:
hZ
n
i
A;;
=
X
S
1
;;S
n
X

1
;;
n
N
Y
j=1
*
exp
 
F
s

n
X
=1
S

j
!+

(167)

M
Y
l=1
*
exp
 
F
n

n
X
=1


l
!+


*
Y
hjli
n
Y
=1
exp
h
A
hjli
(S

j
1
  S

j
K


l
1
   

l
L
  1)
i
+
A
:
The average over onstrutions h(  )i
A
is:
h(  )i
A
=
X
fC
j
;D
l
g
N
Y
j=1
P
C
(C
j
)
M
Y
l=1
P
D
(D
l
)
1
N
Æ
0

X
hj
1
=j;i
2
;;j
K
li
A
hjli
  C
j
1
A
 Æ
0

X
hjl
1
=l;l
2
;;l
K
i
A
hjli
 D
l
1
A
(  )
=
X
fC
j
;D
l
g
N
Y
j=1
P
C
(C
j
)
M
Y
l=1
P
D
(D
l
)

1
N
X
fAg
N
Y
j=1
"
I
dZ
j
2i
1
Z
C
j
+1
j
Z
P
hi
1
=j;i
2
;;i
K
li
A
hj
1
=j;;j
K
li
j
#

M
Y
l=1
"
I
dY
l
2i
1
Y
D
l
+1
l
Y
P
hj l
1
=l;l
2
;;l
L
i
A
hjl
1
=l;;l
L
i
l
#
(  ); (168)
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where the rst sum is over proles fC
j
; D
l
g omposed by N numbers drawn
independently from P
C
(C) and M numbers drawn from P
D
(D). The seond sum is
over onstrutions A onsistent with the prole fC
j
; D
l
g.
The signal average h(  )i

has the form:
h(  )i

=
X
= 1;+1
(1  p

) Æ(   1) + p

Æ( + 1) (  ): (169)
Similarly, the noise average h(  )i

is:
h(  )i

=
X
= 1;+1
(1  p) Æ(   1) + p Æ( + 1) (  ): (170)
Along the same steps desribed for Gallager odes, we ompute averages above and
introdue auxiliary variables via
Z
dq

1

m
Æ
 
q

1

m
 
1
N
N
X
i
Z
i
S

1
i
  S

m
i
!
= 1 (171)
Z
dr

1

m
Æ
 
r

1

m
 
1
M
M
X
i
Y
i


1
i
   

m
i
!
= 1 (172)
Using the same type of tehniques employed in the ase of Gallager odes (see
Appendix C.2 for details), we obtain the following expression for the repliated partition
funtion:
hZ
n
i
A;;
=
N
Y
j=1
X
C
j
P
C
(C
j
)
M
Y
l=1
X
D
l
P
D
(D
l
)


dq
0
dbq
0
2i

 
n
Y
=1
dq

dbq

2i
!
  

dr
0
dbr
0
2i

 
n
Y
=1
dr

dbr

2i
!
  
 exp
2
4
M
L
N
K
K!L!
n
X
m=0
X
h
1

m
i
T
m
q
K

1

m
r
L

1

m
  N
n
X
m=0
X
h
1

m
i
q

1

m
bq

1

m
  M
n
X
m=0
X
h
1

m
i
r

1

m
br

1

m
3
5

1
N
N
Y
j=1
Tr
fS

j
g
2
4
*
exp
"
F
s

n
X
=1
S

j
#+


I
dZ
j
2i
exp
h
Z
j
P
n
m=0
P
h
1

m
i
bq

1

m
S

1
j
  S

m
j
i
Z
C
j
+1
j
3
5
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
M
Y
l=1
Tr
f

l
g
2
4
*
exp
"
F
n

n
X
=1


l
#+


I
dY
l
2i
exp
h
Y
l
P
n
m=0
P
h
1

m
i
br

1

m


1
l
   

m
l
i
Y
D
l
+1
l
3
5
; (173)
where T
m
= e
 n
osh
n
() tanh
m
(). Note that the above expression is an extension
of Eq. (120).
The replia symmetry assumption is enfored by using the ansatze:
q

1

m
=
Z
dx (x) x
m
bq

1

m
=
Z
dbx b(bx) bx
m
(174)
and
r

1

m
=
Z
dy (y) y
m
br

1

m
=
Z
dby
b
(by) by
m
: (175)
By plugging the above ansatze, using the limit  ! 1 and standard tehniques
(see Appendix C.3 for details) the following expression for the free-energy:
f =
1

Extr
fb;;
b
;g
n
 ln 2 (176)
+ C
Z
dx (x) dbx b(bx) ln (1 + xbx)
+  D
Z
dy (y) dby
b
(by) ln (1 + yby)
  
Z
"
K
Y
j=1
dx
j
(x
j
)
#"
L
Y
l=1
dy
l
(y
l
)
#
ln
 
1 +
K
Y
j=1
x
j
L
Y
l=1
y
l
!
 
X
C
P
C
Z
"
C
Y
j=1
dbx
j
b(bx
j
)
#*
ln
"
X
=1
e
F
s
C
Y
j=1
(1 + bx
j
)
#+

  
X
D
P
D
Z
"
D
Y
l=1
dby
l
b
(by
l
)
#*
ln
"
X
=1
e
F
n
D
Y
l=1
(1 + by
l
)
#+

o
;
where C =
P
C
C P
C
(C), D =
P
D
D P
D
(D) and  = M=N = C=K.
By performing the extremization above, restrited to the spae of normalized
funtions, we nd the following saddle-point equations:
b(bx) =
Z
K 1
Y
j=1
dx
j
(x
j
)
L
Y
l=1
dy
l
(y
l
) Æ
"
bx 
K 1
Y
j=1
x
j
L
Y
l=1
y
l
#
(177)
(x) =
1
C
X
C
C P
C
Z
C 1
Y
l=1
dbx
l
b(bx
l
)

*
Æ
"
x  tanh
 
F
s
 +
C 1
X
l=1
atanh bx
l
!#+

;
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b
(by) =
Z
L 1
Y
l=1
dy
l
(y
l
)
K
Y
j=1
dx
j
(x
j
) Æ
"
by  
L 1
Y
l=1
y
l
K
Y
j=1
x
j
#
(y) =
1
D
X
D
D P
D
Z
D 1
Y
l=1
dby
l
b
(by
l
)

*
Æ
"
y   tanh
 
F
n
 +
D 1
X
l=1
atanh by
l
!#+

:
The typial overlap  = h
1
N
P
N
j=1

j
b

j
i
A;;
between the estimate
b

j
= sgn(hS
j
i

N
)
and the atual signal 
j
is given by (see Appendix A.3):
 =
Z
dh P (h) sgn(h) (178)
P (h) =
X
C
P
C
(C)
Z
C
Y
l=1
dbx
l
b(bx
l
)

*
Æ
"
h  tanh
 
F
s
 +
C
X
l=1
atanh bx
l
!#+

:
The intensive entropy is simply s = 
2
f

yielding:
s = (u()   f) (179)
u =  
X
C
P
C
Z
C
Y
j=1
dbx
j
b

(bx
j
)
*
F
s

P
=1
e
F
s

Q
j
(1 + bx
j
)
P
=1
e
F
s

Q
j
(1 + bx
j
)
+

  
X
D
P
D
Z
D
Y
j=1
dby
j
b


(by
j
)
*
F
n

P
=1
e
F
n

Q
j
(1 + by
j
)
P
=1
e
F
n

Q
j
(1 + by
j
)
+

where starred distributions are solutions for (177) and u() is the internal energy density.
For optimal deoding the temperature must be hosen to be  = 1 (Nishimori
temperature) and the elds are
F
s
=
1
2
ln

1  p

p


F
n
=
1
2
ln

1  p
p

:
5.4. Probability propagation deoding
In Setions 3 and 4 we derived probability propagation equations rstly by assuming a set
of fatorization properties and writing a losed set of equations that allowed the iterative
omputation of the (approximate) marginal posterior and seondly by omputing loal
magnetizations on the interior of a Husimi atus (Bethe approximation). The two
methods are equivalent as the fatorization properties assumed in the former are enoded
in the geometry of the lattie assumed in the latter.
Here we use insights provided in the last setions to build a deoding algorithm
for MN odes diretly. From the replia symmetri free-energy (176) we an write the
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following Bethe free-energy:
F(m;

m) =
M
N
ln 2 +
1
N
M
X
=1
X
i2L
s
()
ln
 
1 +m
s
i
bm
s
i

(180)
+
1
N
M
X
=1
X
j2L
n
()
ln
 
1 +m
n
j
bm
n
j

 
1
N
M
X
=1
ln
0

1 + J

Y
i2L
s
()
m
s
i
Y
j2L
n
()
m
n
j
1
A
 
1
N
N
X
i=1
ln
2
4
X
=
e
F
s
Y
2M
s
(i)
 
1 +  bm
s
i

3
5
 
1
N
M
X
j=1
ln
2
4
X
=
e
F
n
Y
2M
n
(j)
 
1 +  bm
n
j

3
5
:
The variables m
s
j
(m
n
j
) are avity eetive magnetizations of signal (noise) bits
interating through the oupling , obtained by removing one of the C ouplings in
M
s
(j) (M
n
(j)) from the system. The variables bm
s
j
(bm
n
j
) orrespond to eetive
magnetizations of signal (noise) bits due to the oupling  only.
The deoding solutions are xed points of the free-energy (181) given by :
F(m;

m)
m
s
j
= 0
F(m;

m)
 bm
s
j
= 0 (181)
F(m;

m)
m
n
j
= 0
F(m;

m)
 bm
n
j
= 0 (182)
The solutions for the above equations are the equations being solved by the
probability propagation deoding algorithm:
m
s
l
= tanh
2
4
X
2M
s
(l)n
atanh(bm
s
l
) + F
s
3
5
(183)
bm
s
j
= J

Y
i2L
s
()nj
m
s
i
Y
l2L
n
()
m
n
l
; (184)
m
n
l
= tanh
2
4
X
2M
n
(l)n
atanh(bm
n
l
) + F
n
3
5
(185)
bm
n
j
= J

Y
i2L
s
()
m
s
i
Y
l2L
n
()nj
m
n
l
: (186)
The estimate for the message is
b

j
= sgn(m
s
j
), where m
s
j
is the loal magnetization
due to all ouplings linked to the site j an be omputed as:
m
s
j
= tanh
2
4
X
2M
s
(j)
atanh(bm
s
j
) + F
s
3
5
(187)
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One possibility for the deoding dynamis is to update Eqs. (183) and (185) until
a ertain halting riteria is reahed, and then omputing the estimate for the message
using equation (187). The initial onditions are set to reet the prior knowledge about
the message m
s
j
(0) = 1  2p

and noise m
n
l
(0) = 1  2p.
As the prior information is limited, a polynomial time deoding algorithm (like
PP) will work only if the solution is unique or the initial onditions are inside the
orret basin of attration. In this ase the 2(NK +MC) equations (181) only need to
be iterated an O(1) number of times to get a suessful deoding. On the other hand,
when there are many solutions, it is possible to obtain improved deoding in exponential
time by hoosing random initial onditions and omparing free-energies of the solutions
obtained, seleting a global minimum.
Observe that the free-energy desribed here is not equivalent to the variational
mean-eld free-energy introdued in [Ma95, Ma99℄. Here no essential orrelations are
disregarded exept those related to the presene of loops are disregarded.
In the next setion we will analyze the landsape of the replia symmetri free-
energy for three families of nstrution parameters and will be able to predit the
pratial performane of a PP deoding algorithm.
5.5. Equilibrium results and deoding performane
The saddle-point equations (177) an be solved by using Monte-Carlo integration
iteratively. In this setion we show that MN odes an be divided, as far as performane
is onerned, into three parameter groups: K  3, K = 2 and K = 1; L > 1.
We, therefore, treat eah these ases separately in the following.
5.5.1. Analytial solution: the ase of K  3 Replia symmetri results for the ases
of K  3 an be obtained analytially, therefore we fous rst on this simple ase.
For unbiased messages (F
s
= 0), we an easily verify that the ferromagneti state,
haraterised by  = 1, and the probability distributions
(x) = Æ(x  1) (188)
b(bx) = Æ(bx  1)
(y) = Æ(y   1)
b
(by) = Æ(by   1)
and the paramagneti state of  = 0 with the probability distributions
(x) = Æ(x) (189)
b(bx) = Æ(bx)
b
(by) = Æ(by)
(y) =
1 + tanh(F
n
)
2
Æ(y   tanh(F
n
))
+
1  tanh(F
n
)
2
Æ(y + tanh(F
n
));
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satisfy replia symmetri saddle-point equations (177). Other solutions ould be
obtained numerially. To hek for that, we represented the distributions with
histograms of 20000 bins and iterated Eqs.(177) 100   500 times with 2  10
5
Monte-
Carlo sampling steps for eah iteration. No solutions other than ferromagneti and
paramagneti have been observed.
The thermodynamially dominant state is found by evaluating the free-energy of
the two solutions using Eq.(176), whih yields
f
FERRO
=  
C
K
F
n
tanh(F
n
); (190)
for the ferromagneti solution and
f
PARA
=
C
K
ln 2  ln 2 
C
K
ln (2 osh(F
n
)) ; (191)
for the paramagneti solution.
Figure 24(a) desribes shematially the nature of the solutions for this ase, in
terms of the replia symmetri free-energy and overlap obtained, for various noise levels
p and unbiased messages p

= 1=2. The oexistene line in the ode rate versus noise
level plane is given by
f
FERRO
  f
PARA
=
ln 2
R

[R

  1 +H
2
(p)℄ = 0: (192)
This an be rewritten as
R

= 1 H
2
(p) = 1 + p log
2
(p) + (1  p) log
2
(1  p); (193)
whih oinides with hannel apaity and is represented in Fig. 25(a) together with
the overlap  as a funtion of the noise level p.
Equation (193) seems to indiate that all onstrutions with K  3 may attain
error-free data transmission for R < R

in the limit where both message and odeword
lengths N and M beome innite, thus saturating Shannon's bound. However, as
desribed in Fig.24(a), the paramagneti state is also stable for any noise level, what
has dynamial impliations if a replia symmetri free-energy is to be used for deoding
(as is the ase in probability propagation deoding).
To validate the solutions obtained we have to make sure that the entropy is
positive. Entropies an be omputed by simply plugging distributions (189) and
(190) into Eq.(179). The energy densities for the unbiased ase are u = u
PARA
=
u
FERRO
=   F
n
(1   2p), sine the Nishimori ondition is employed (see Appendix
B.3). Ferromagneti entropies are s
FERRO
= u  f
FERRO
= 0 and
s
PARA
= u  f
PARA
=    F
n
(1  2p) 
C
K
ln 2 + ln 2 +
C
K
ln (2 osh(F
n
)) : (194)
It an be seen by using a simple argument that s
PARA
is negative below p

. For
p < p

, f
PARA
> f
FERRO
and u  s
PARA
> u  s
FERRO
.
This indiates that the distribution (190) is non-physial below p

, despite being
a solution of replia symmetri saddle-point equations. This result seems to indiate
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Figure 24. Figures in the left side show shemati representations free-energy
landsapes while gures on the right show overlaps  a funtion of the noise level
p; thik and thin lines denote stable solutions of lower and higher free energies
respetively, dashed lines orrespond to unstable solutions. (a) K  3 - The solid
line in the horizontal axis represents the phase where the ferromagneti solution
(F,  = 1) is thermodynamially dominant. The paramagneti solution (P,  = 0)
beomes dominant at p

, that oinides with the hannel apaity. (b) K = 2 - The
ferromagneti solution and its mirror image are the only minima of the free-energy up
to p
s
(solid line). Above p
s
sub-optimal ferromagneti solutions (F',  < 1) emerge.
The thermodynami transition ours at p
3
is below the maximum noise level given by
the hannel apaity, whih implies that these odes do not saturate Shannon's bound
even if optimally deoded. () K = 1 - The solid line in the horizontal axis represents
the range of noise levels where the ferromagneti state (F) is the only minimum of the
free-energy. The sub-optimal ferromagneti state (F') appears in the region represented
by the dashed line. The dynamial transition is denoted by p
s
, where F' rst appears.
For higher noise levels, the system beomes bistable and an additional unstable solution
for the saddle point equations neessarily appears. The thermodynamial transition
ours at the noise level p
1
where F' beomes dominant.
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that the replia symmetri free-energy does not provide the right desription below p

.
A simple alternative, is to use the frozen spins solution as the formulation of a theory
with replia symmetry breaking for highly diluted systems is a diÆult task (see, for
example, [WS88, Mon98b℄).
Nevertheless, the pratial performane of the probability propagation deoding is
desribed by the replia symmetri theory, the presene of paramagneti stable states
implies the failure of PP deoding at any noise level. Even without knowing the orret
physis below p

, it is possible to use an exhaustive searh for the global minimum of
the free-energy in Setion 5.4 to attain Shannon's bound in exponential time.
5.5.2. The ase of K = 2 - All odes withK  3 potentially saturate Shannon's bound
and are haraterized by a rst order phase transition between the ferromagneti and
paramagneti solutions. Solutions for the ase with K = 2 an be obtained numerially,
yielding signiantly dierent physial behavior as shown in Fig.24(b).
At very large noise levels, the paramagneti solution (190) gives the unique
extremum of the free-energy until the noise level reahes p
1
, at whih the ferromagneti
solution (189) of higher free-energy beomes loally stable. As the noise level dereases
to p
2
the paramagneti solution beomes unstable and a sub-optimal ferromagneti
solution and its mirror image emerge. Those solutions have lower free-energy than the
ferromagneti solution until the noise level reahes p
3
. Below p
3
, the ferromagneti
solution beomes the global minimum of the free-energy, while the sub-optimal
ferromagneti solutions remain loally stable. However, the sub-optimal solutions
disappear at the spinodal noise level p
s
and the ferromagneti solution (and its mirror
image) beomes the unique stable solution of the saddle-point Eqs.(177).
The analysis implies that p
3
, the ritial noise level below whih the ferromagneti
solution beomes thermodynamially dominant, is lower than p

= H
 1
2
(1   R) whih
orresponds to Shannon's bound. Namely, K = 2 does not saturate Shannon's bound in
ontrast to K  3 odes even if deoded in exponential time. Nevertheless, it turns out
that the free-energy landsape, with a unique minimum for noise levels 0 < p < p
s
, oers
signiant advantages in the deoding dynamis omparing to that of odes with K  3,
allowing for the suessful use of polynomial time probability propagation deoding.
5.5.3. The ase of K = 1 and general L > 1 - The hoie of K = 1, independently
of the value hosen for L > 1, exhibits a dierent behavior presented shematially in
Fig.24(); also in this ase there are no simple analytial solutions and all solutions
in this senario but the ferromagneti one have been obtained numerially. The rst
important dierene to be noted is that the paramagneti state (190) is no longer a
solution of the saddle-point equations (177) and is being replaed by a sub-optimal
ferromagneti state, very muh like Gallager odes. Convergene to  = 1 solution an
only be guaranteed for noise levels p < p
s
, where only the ferromagneti solution is
present.
The K = 1 odes do not saturate Shannon's bound in pratie, however, we have
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Figure 25. Transition lines in the plane rate R versus the ip rate p, obtained from
numerial solutions and the TAP approah (N =10
4
), and averaged over 10 dierent
initial onditions with error bars muh smaller than the symbols size. (a) Numerial
solutions for K =L=3, C =6 and varying input bias f
s
() and TAP solutions for
both unbiased (+) and biased () messages; initial onditions were hosen lose to the
analytial ones. The ritial rate is multiplied by the soure information ontent to
obtain the maximal information transmission rate, whih learly does not go beyond
R = 3=6 in the ase of biased messages; for unbiased patterns H
2
(f
s
) = 1. (b) For
the unbiased ase of K=L=2; initial onditions for the TAP (+) and the numerial
solutions () were hosen to be of almost zero magnetization. () For the ase of
K = 1, L = 2 and unbiased messages. We show numerial solutions of the analytial
equations () and those obtained by the TAP approah (+). The dashed line indiates
the performane of K = L = 2 odes for omparison. Codes with K = 1, L = 2
outperform K = L = 2 for ode rates R < 1=3.
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Figure 26. Free-energies obtained by solving the analytial equations using Monte-
Carlo integrations for K = 1, R = 1=6 and several values of L. Full lines represent
the ferromagneti free-energy (FERRO, higher on the right) and the suboptimal
ferromagneti free-energy (higher on the left) for values of L = 2; :::; 7. The dashed
line indiates Shannon's bound and the arrows represent the spinodal point values p
s
for L = 2; :::; 7. The thermodynami transition oinides with Shannon's bound.
found that at rates R < 1=3 they outperform the K = L = 2 ode (see Fig.25) while
oering improved deoding times when probability propagation is used. Studying the
replia symmetri free-energy in this ase shows that as the orruption rate inreases,
sub-optimal ferromagneti solutions (stable and unstable) emerge at the spinodal point
p
s
. When the noise inreases further this sub-optimal state beomes the global minimum
at p
1
, dominating the system's thermodynamis. The transition at p
1
must our at
noise levels lower or equal to the value predited by Shannon's bound.
In Fig.26 we show free-energy values omputed for a given ode rate and several
values of L, denoting Shannon's bound by a dashed line; the thermodynami transition
observed numerially (i.e. the point where the ferromagneti free-energy equals the
sub-optimal ferromagneti free-energy) is losely below Shannon's bound within the
numerial preision used. Spinodal noise levels are indiated by arrows. In Fig.27 we
show spinodal noise levels as a funtion of L as predited by the replia symmetri
theory (irles) and obtained by running PP deoding of odes with size 10
4
. The
optimal parameter hoie is L = 2.
Due to the simpliity of the saddle-point equations (177) we an dedue the
asymptoti behavior of K = 1 and L = 2 odes for small rates (large C) by omputing
the two rst ummulants of the distributions ; b;  and
b
 (Gaussian approximation).
A deoding failure orresponds to hhi  O(1) and 
2
h
 O(1). It implies that
hbxi  O(1=C) and 
bx
 O(1=C). For that y must be small and we an use
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Figure 27. Spinodal point noise level p
s
for K = 1, R = 1=6 and several hoies of L.
Numerial solutions are denoted by irles and PP deoding solutions (10 runs with
size N=10
4
) by blak triangles. Symbols are larger than the error bars.
atanh(tanh(y
1
)tanh(y
2
))  y
1
y
2
and write :
hxi  O(1) 
2
x
 O(1) (195)
hbxi  hyi
2
(196)

2
bx
 hy
2
i
2
  hyi
4
(197)
hyi = hbyi + (1  2p)F
n

2
y
= 
2
by
+ 4f(1  p)F
2
n
(198)
hbyi  htanh(x)ihyi (199)

2
by
 htanh
2
(x)ihy
2
i   htanh(x)i
2
hyi
2
(200)
To simplify further we an assume that p ! 0:5. Therefore F
n
 (1   2p) . The
ritial observation is that in order to have hhi  O(1) we need that bx  O(1=C) and
onsequently hyi  O(1=
p
C). Manipulating the set of equations above :
hyi  htanhxihyi + (1  2f)
2
By imposing the ondition over hyi:C
 1=2
 (1  2p)
2
(1  htanhxi)
 1
In terms of the ode rate R = 1=C:
R 
(1  2p)
4
(1  htanhxi)
2
(201)
The asymptoti behavior of Shannon's bound is given by :
R 
(1  2p)
2
ln 2
(202)
Thus, the K = 1 and L = 2 odes are not optimal asymptotially (large C values).
In Fig.28 we verify the relation (201) by iterating rst ummulant equations in
the delta approximation and rst and seond ummulant equations in the Gaussian
approximation.
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Figure 28. Asymptoti behavior of the transition for small rates. The full line
represents Shannon's bound, irles represent transitions obtained by using only the
rst ummulants and squares orrespond to the Gaussian approximation.
5.6. Error-orretion: regular vs. irregular odes
Matrix onstrution irregularity an improve the pratial performane of MN odes.
This fat has been rst reported in the information theory literature (see for example
[Dav99, Dav98, LMSS98℄). Here we analyze this problem by using the language and tools
of statistial physis. We now use the simplest irregular onstrutions as an illustration,
here, the onnetivities of the signal matrix C
s
are desribed by a simple bimodal
probability distribution:
P
C
(C) = (1  ) Æ(C   C
o
) +  Æ(C   C
e
): (203)
The mean onnetivity is C = (1 ) C
o
+  C
e
and C
o
< C < C
e
; bits in a group with
onnetivity C
o
will be referred as ordinary bits and bits in a group with onnetivity
C
e
as elite bits. The noise matrix C
n
is hosen to be regular.
To gain some insight on the eet of irregularity on solving the PP equations
(183) and (185) we performed several runs starting from the xed initial onditions
m
s
j
(0) = 1  2p

and m
n
l
(0) = 1  2p as presribed in the last setion. For omparison
we also iterated the saddle-point equations (177) obtained by the replia symmetri
(RS) analysis, setting the initial onditions to be 
0
(x) = (1   p

) Æ(x   m
s
j
(0)) +
p

Æ(x + m
s
j
(0)) and 
0
(y) = (1   p) Æ(y   m
n
l
(0)) + p Æ(y + m
n
l
(0)), as suggested
from the interpretation of the elds (x) and (y) in the last setion.
In Fig.29 (a) we show a typial urve for the overlap  as a funtion of the noise level
p. The RS theory agrees very well with PP deoding results. The addition of irregularity
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Figure 29. (a) Overlap as a funtion of the noise level p for odes with K = L = 3
and C = 15 with message bias p

= 0:3. Analytial RS solutions for the regular ode
are denoted as  and for the irregular ode; with C
o
= 4 and C
e
= 30 denoted as
. Results are averages over 10 runs of the PP algorithm in an irregular ode of size
N = 6000 starting from xed initial onditions (see the text); they are plotted as 
in the rightmost urve for omparison. PP results for the regular ase agree with the
theoretial solutions and have been omitted to avoid overloading the gure. (b) Free-
energies for the ferromagneti state (full line) and for the failure state (line with Æ).
The transitions observed in (a) are indiated by the dashed lines. Arrows indiate the
thermodynami (T) transition, the upper bound (u.b.) of Setion 5.1 and Shannon's
bound.
improves the performane onsiderably. In Fig.29 (b) we show the free-energies of the
two emerging states. The free-energy for the ferromagneti state with overlap  = 1 is
shown as a full line, the failure suboptimal ferromagneti state (in Fig.29 (a) with overlap
 = 0:4) is shown as a line marked with Æ. The transitions seen in Fig.29(a) are denoted
by dashed lines. It is lear that they are far below the thermodynami (T) transition,
indiating that the system beomes trapped in suboptimal ferromagneti states for
noise levels p between the observed transitions and the thermodynami transition. The
thermodynami transition oinides with the upper bound (u.b.) in Setion 5.1 and
is very lose to, but below, Shannon's limit whih is shown for omparison. Similar
behavior was observed in regular MN odes with K = 1.
5.7. The spinodal noise level
The PP algorithm an be regarded as an iterative solution of xed point equations for
the free-energy (181) whih is sensitive to the presene of loal minima in the system.
One an expet onvergene to the global minimum of the free-energy from all initial
onditions when there is a single minimum or when the landsape is dominated by the
basin of attration of this minimum when random initial onditions are used.
To analyze this point we run deoding experiments starting from initial onditions
m
s
j
(0) and m
n
l
(0) that are random perturbations of the ferromagneti solution drawn
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Figure 30. Spinodal noise level p
s
for regular and irregular odes. In both
onstrutions parameters are set as K = L = 3. Irregular odes with C
o
= 4 and
C
e
= 30 are used. PP deoding is arried out with N = 5000 and a maximum of 500
iterations; they are denoted by + (regular) and  (irregular). Numerial solutions for
the RS saddle-point equations are denoted by  (regular) and  (irregular). Shannon's
limit is represented by a full line and the upper bound of Setion 5.1 is represented by
a dashed line. The symbols are hosen to be larger than the atual error bars.
from the following distributions:
P
 
m
s
j
(0)

= (1  
s
) Æ(m
s
j
(0)  
j
) + 
s
Æ(m
s
j
(0) + 
j
) (204)
and
P
 
m
n
l
(0)

= (1  
n
) Æ(m
n
l
(0)  
l
) + 
n
Æ(m
n
l
(0) + 
l
); (205)
where for onveniene we hoose 0  
s
= 
n
=   0:5.
We performed PP deoding several times for dierent values of  and noise level p.
For   0:026 we observed that the system onverges to the ferromagneti state for all
onstrutions, message biases p

and noise levels p examined. It implies that this state
is always stable. The onvergene ours for any  for noise levels below the transition
observed in pratie.
These observations suggest that the ferromagneti basin of attration dominates
the landsape up to some noise level p
s
. The fat that no other solution is ever observed
in this region suggests that p
s
is the noise level where suboptimal solutions atually
appear, namely, it is the noise level that orresponds to the appearane of spinodal
points in the free-energy. The same was observed for regular MN odes with K = 1 or
K = 2.
We have shown that MN odes an be divided into three ategories with dierent
equilibrium properties: (i) K  3, (ii) K = 2 and (iii) general L > 1, K = 1. In the
next two subsetions we will disuss these ases separately.
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Figure 31. Spinodal noise level p
s
for irregular odes as a funtion of the message
bias p

. The onstrution is parameterized by K = L = 3, C
o
= 4 and C
e
= 30 with
C = 15. PP deoding is arried out with N = 5000 and a maximum of 500 iterations,
and is represented by +, while theoretial RS solutions are represented by . The full
line indiates Shannon's limit. Symbols are larger than the atual error bars
5.7.1. Biased messages: K  3 To show how irregularity aets odes with this hoie
of parameters we hoose K;L = 3, C
o
= 4, C
e
= 30 and biased messages with p

= 0:3.
These hoies are arbitrary but illustrate what happens with the pratial deoding
performane. In Fig.30 we show the transition from the deoding phase to a failure
phase as a funtion of the noise level p for several rates R in both regular and irregular
odes. Pratial deoding ( an Æ) results are obtained for systems of size N = 5000
with a maximum number of iterations set to 500. Random initial onditions are hosen
and the whole proess repeated 20 times. The pratial transition point is found when
the number of failures equals the number of suesses.
These experiments were ompared with the theoretial values for p
s
obtained by
solving the RS saddle-point equations (177) (represented as + and  in Fig. 30) and
nding the noise level for whih a seond solution appears. For omparison the oding
limit is represented in the same gure by a full line.
As the onstrutions used are hosen arbitrarily one an expet that these
transitions an be further improved, even though the improvement shown in Fig.30
is already fairly signiant.
The analytial solution obtained forK  3 and unbiased messages p

= 1=2, implies
that the system is bistable for arbitrary ode onstrutions when these parameters are
hosen. The spinodal noise level is then p
s
= 0 in this ase and annot be improved
by adding irregularity to the onstrution. Up to the noise level p

the ferromagneti
solution is the global minimum of the free-energy, and therefore Shannon's limit is
ahievable in exponential time, however, the bistability makes these onstrutions
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Figure 32. Pitorial representation of the free-energy landsape for odes with K  3
and biased messages p

< 0:5 as a funtion of the noise level p. Up to the spinodal
noise level p
s
there is only the ferromagneti state F . At p
s
another state F
0
appears
, dominating the deoding dynamis. The ritial noise level p

indiates the point
where the state F
0
beomes the global minimum (thermodynami transition).
unsuitable for pratial deoding with a PP algorithm when unbiased messages are
onsidered.
The situation improves when biased messages are used. Fixing the matriesC
n
and
C
s
one an determine how the spinodal noise level p
s
depends on the bias p

. In Fig.31
we ompare simulation results with the theoretial preditions of p
s
as a funtion of p

.
The spinodal noise level p
s
ollapses to zero as p

inreases towards the unbiased ase.
It obviously suggests using biased messages for pratial MN odes with parameters
K  3 and PP deoding.
The qualitative pitures of the energy landsape for oding with biased and unbiased
messages with K  3 dier signiatively. In Fig.32 this landsape is skethed as
a funtion of the noise level p for a given bias. Up to the spinodal noise level p
s
the landsape is totally dominated by the ferromagneti state F . At the spinodal
noise level another suboptimal state F
0
emerges, dominating the deoding dynamis.
At p

the suboptimal state F
0
beomes the global minimum. The bold horizontal
line represents the region where the ferromagneti solution with  = 1 dominates the
deoding dynamis. In the region represented by the dashed line deoding dynamis is
dominated by suboptimal ferromagneti  < 1 solutions.
5.7.2. Unbiased messages: For the remaining parameter hoies, namely general L > 1,
K = 1 and K = 2, it was shown that unbiased oding is generally possible yielding lose
to Shannon's limit performane.
The K  3 ase the pratial performane is dened by the spinodal noise level p
s
and the addition of irregularity modies p
s
.
In the general L, K = 1 family we illustrate the eet of irregularity by the hoie
of L = 2, C
o
= 4 and C
e
= 10. In Fig.33 we show the transitions observed by performing
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Figure 33. Spinodal noise level p
s
for regular and irregular odes. The onstrutions
are of K = 1 and L = 2, irregular odes are parameterized by C
o
= 4 and C
e
= 10.
PP deoding is arried out with N = 5000 and a maximum of 500 iterations ; they are
denoted by + (regular) and  (irregular). Numerial solutions for RS equations are
denoted by  (regular) and Æ (irregular). The oding limit is represented by a line.
Symbols are larger than the atual error bars.
20 deoding experiments with messages of length N = 5000 and a maximal number of
iterations set to 500 (+ for regular and  for irregular). We ompare the experimental
results with theoretial preditions based on the RS saddle-point equations (177) (
for regular and Æ for irregular). Shannon's limit is represented by a full line. The
improvement is modest, as expeted, sine regular odes already present lose to optimal
performane. Disrepanies between the theoretial and numerial results are due to
nite size eets.
We also performed a set of experiments using K = L = 2 with C
o
= 3 and C
e
= 8,
the same system size N = 5000 and maximal number of deoding iterations 500. The
transitions obtained experimentally and predited by theory are shown in Fig.34.
6. Casading Codes
Kanter and Saad (KS) reently proposed a variation of MN odes that has been shown to
be apable of attaining lose to hannel apaity performane and outperforming Turbo
odes [KS99b, KS00b, KS00a℄. The entral idea is to explore the superior dynamial
properties (i.g. large basin of attration) of MN odes with K = 1; 2 and the potential
for attaining hannel apaity of MN odes with K > 2 by introduing onstrutions
with intermediate properties. This is done by employing irregular onstrutions like the
one depited in Fig. 36, with the number of non-zero elements per row set to several
dierent values K
1
;    ; K
m
.
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Figure 34. Spinodal noise level values p
s
for regular and irregular odes.
Construtions are of K = 2 and L = 2, irregular odes are parameterised by C
o
= 3
and C
e
= 8. PP deoding is arried out with N = 5000 and a maximum of 500
iterations; they are denoted by + (regular) and  (irregular). Theoretial preditions
are denoted by  (regular) and Æ (irregular). The oding limit is represented by a line.
Symbols are larger than the atual error bars.
In Fig.35 we show a performane omparison (presented in [KS00b℄) of Turbo, KS
and Gallager odes with optimized irregular onstrutions [RSU01℄ for a memoryless
Gaussian hannel . The bit error probability p
b
is plotted against the signal to noise
ratio in deibels (10 log
10
(S=N)) for odes of sizes N = 1000 and N = 10000.
The introdution of multi-spin interations of several dierent orders and of more
strutured matries makes the statistial physis of the problem muh harder to solve.
We, therefore, adopt a dierent approah: rst we write the probability propagation
equations and nd an appropriate marosopi desription in terms of eld distributions,
we then solve saddle-point like equations for the eld distributions to nd the typial
performane.
Casading odes are spei onstrutions of MN odes. The signal matrix C
s
is dened by m random sub-matries with K
1
; K
2
;    ; K
m
non-zero elements per row
respetively. The matrix C
n
is omposed of two sub-matries: C
n
(1)
ij
= Æ
i;j
+ Æ
i;j+
and C
n
(2)
ij
= Æ
i;j
. The inverse C
 1
n
used in the enoding proess is easily obtainable.
In Fig.36 we represent a KS ode with three signal sub-matries, the non-zero elements
in the noise matrix C
n
are denoted by lines, we also represent the inverse of the noise
matrix C
 1
n
.
The signal matrix C
s
is subdivided into M
j
N sub-matries, with j = 1;    ; m.
The total number of non-zero elements is given by NC =
P
m
j=1
M
j
K
j
what yields
C =
P
m
j=1

j
K
j
, where 
j
= M
j
=N . The ode onstrution is, therefore, parameterized
by the set f(
j
; K
j
)g. If we x fK
j
g, the parameters f
j
g ompletely speify the
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Figure 35. Bit error probability p
b
as a funtion of the signal to noise ratio for odes
of rate R = 1=2, sizesN = 1000 (right) and N = 10000 (left) in a memoryless Gaussian
hannel. Blak triangles represent asading odes, dashed lines represent Turbo odes
and dotted lines represent optimized irregular Gallager odes of similar sizes [KS00b℄.
onstrution. A further onstraint to the parameters set f
j
g is provided by the hoie
of a ode rate, as the inverse ode rate is  =M=N =
P
m
j=1

j
.
Enoding and deoding using asading odes are performed in exatly the same
fashion as desribed in 5 for MN odes. A binary vetor t 2 f0; 1g
M
dened by
t = G (mod 2); (206)
is produed, where all operations are performed in the eld f0; 1g and are indiated by
(mod 2). The ode rate is R = N=M . The generator matrixG is aMN dense matrix
dened by
G = C
 1
n
C
s
(mod 2): (207)
The transmitted vetor  is then orrupted by noise. Assuming a memoryless binary
symmetri hannel (BSC), noise is represented by a binary vetor  2 f0; 1g
M
with
omponents independently drawn from the distribution P () = (1 p) Æ()+p Æ( 1).
The reeived vetor is
r = G +  (mod 2): (208)
Deoding is performed by omputing the syndrome vetor
z = C
n
r = C
s
 +C
n
(mod 2); (209)
from whih an estimate
b
 for the message an be obtained.
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Figure 36. Casading onstrution with three signal sub-matries with K
1
;K
2
and
K
3
non-zero elements per row, respetively. The number of non-zero elements per
olumn is kept xed to C. The noise matrix C
n
is omposed by two sub-matries, the
non-zero elements are denoted by lines. The inverse C
 1
n
is also represented.
6.1. Typial PP deoding and saddle-point like equations
In this setion we show how a statistial desription for the typial PP deoding an
be onstruted without using replia alulations. To keep the analysis as simple as
possible we exemplify the proedure with a KS ode with two signal matries denoted
1s and 2s and two noise sub-matries denoted 1n and 2n. The hannel is hosen to be
a memoryless binary symmetri hannel (BSC). The number of non-zero elements per
row is K
1
and K
2
, respetively, and the inverse rate is  = 
1
+ 
2
. Therefore, for a
xed ode rate, the ode onstrution is speied by a single parameter 
1
. We present
one ode in this family in Fig.37.
The PP deoding dynamis for these odes is desribed by Eqs. (185). However,
due to the irregular harater of the onstrution, sites inside eah one of the sub-
matries are onneted dierently. Reminding the statistial physis formulation of MN
odes presented in Setion 5.2, non-zero row elements in the matries depited in Fig.37
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Figure 37. Casading ode with two signal matries with parameters K
1
and K
2
.
Note that noise sites inside the shaded regions take part in a dierent number of
interations than the ordinary sites.
orrespond to sites taking part in one multi-spin interation. Therefore, signal sites in
the sub-matrix 1s interat with other K
1
 1 signal sites in 1s and exatly two noise sites
in 1n. Moreover, the same site takes part in other 
1
K
1
+
2
K
2
 1 multi-spin ouplings
in both 1s and 2s. Sites in sub-matrix 2s interat with one noise site in 2n and K
2
  1
signal sites in 2s, taking part in other 
1
K
1
+ 
2
K
2
  1 multi-spin interation. Noise
sites in the sub-matrix 1n interat with another noise site and with K
1
signal sites in
1s. Finally, noise sites in 2n interat with K
2
sites in 2s. Thus, the Hamiltonian for a
KS ode takes the following form:
H =   
M
1
X
=1
(J

S
i
1
  S
i
K
1



+
  1) (210)
  
M
X
=M
1
+1
(J

S
i
1
  S
i
K
2


  1)  F
n
M
X
l=1

l
  F
s
N
X
j=1
S
j
;
where J

= 
i
1
   
i
K
1



+
, for  = 1;    ;M
1
and J

= 
i
1
   
i
K
2


for  = M
1
+
1;    ;M . Additionally, Nishimori's ondition requires that  !1, F
s
= atanh(1 2p

)
and F
n
= atanh(1   2p), where the prior probabilities are dened as in the previous
hapters.
We an write PP deoding equations for eah one of the sub-matries 1s, 2s, 1n
and 2n. The shaded regions in Fig.37 have to be desribed by dierent equations, but
an be disregard if the width  is of O(1), implying =N ! 0 for N !1.
For the sub-matrix 1s we have:
m
(1s)
j
= tanh
2
4
X
2M
1s
(j)n
atanh(bm
(1s)
j
) +
X
2M
2s
(j)
atanh(bm
(2s)
j
) + F
s
3
5
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bm
(1s)
j
= J

m
(1n)

m
(1n)
+
Y
l2L
1s
()nj
m
(1s)
l
; (211)
where the seond equation represents interations with two noise sites and and K
1
  1
signal sites. The rst equation represents the 
1
K
1
+ 
2
K
2
  1 multi-spin interations
the site j partiipates in.
Similarly, for the sub-matrix 2s we have:
m
(2s)
j
= tanh
2
4
X
2M
1s
(j)
atanh(bm
(1s)
j
) +
X
2M
2s
(j)n
atanh(bm
(2s)
j
) + F
s
3
5
bm
(2s)
j
= J

m
(2n)

Y
l2L
2s
()nj
m
(2s)
l
(212)
For the sub-matrix 1n we have:
m
(1n)
j
= tanh
h
atanh(bm
(1n)
j
) + F
n
i
(213)
bm
(1n)
j
= J

m
(1n)
i
Y
l2L
1s
()
m
(1s)
l
; (214)
where either j = , i = + or j = +, i = .
Finally, for sub-matrix 2n we have:
m
(2n)

= tanh [F
n
℄ (215)
bm
(2n)

= J

Y
l2L
2s
()
m
(2s)
l
(216)
The pseudo-posterior and deoded message are given by :
m
j
= tanh
2
4
X
2M
1s
(j)
atanh(bm
(1s)
j
) +
X
2M
2s
(j)
atanh(bm
(2s)
j
)
3
5
(217)
b

j
= sgn(m
j
): (218)
The above equations provide a mirosopi desription for the PP deoding proess,
we an produe a marosopi desription for the typial deoding proess by writing
equations for probability distributions related to the dynamial variables. It is important
to stress that the equations desribing the PP deoding are entirely deterministi when
ouplings J

and initial onditions are given. The randomness omes into the problem
when quenhed averages over messages, noise and onstrutions are introdued.
By performing the gauge transformation
m
(as)
j
! 
j
m
(as)
j
bm
(as)
j
! 
j
bm
(as)
j
(219)
m
(an)
j
! 
j
m
(an)
j
bm
(an)
j
! 
j
bm
(an)
j
(220)
J

! 1 (a = 1; 2); (221)
introduing eetive elds x
j
= atanh(m
j
), bx
j
= atanh(bm
j
) and assuming that
x
(as)
j
, bx
(as)
j
, y
(an)
j
, by
(an)
j
are independently drawn from distributions P
a
(x),
b
P
a
(bx), R
a
(y),
b
R
a
(by), respetively, we get the following saddle-point like equations (for simpliity, we
restrit the treatment to the ase of unbiased messages F
s
= 0).
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Figure 38. Monte-Carlo integration of eld distributions and simulations for a KS
ode with two signal matries (K
1
= 1 and K
2
= 3) ,  = 5 (R = 1=5) and 
1
= 3.
Cirles: full statistis (4000 bins). Squares: simulations N = 5000.
For the sub-matrix 1s:
P
1
(x) =
Z

1
K
1
 1
Y
j=1
dbx
j
b
P
1
(bx
j
)

1
K
2
Y
l=1
d bw
l
b
P
2
( bw
l
)
 Æ
"
x 

1
K
1
 1
X
j=1
x
j
 

2
K
2
X
l=1
w
l
#
(222)
b
P
1
(bx) =
Z
K
1
 1
Y
j=1
dx
j
P
1
(x
j
)dy
1
R
1
(y
1
)dy
2
R
1
(y
2
) (223)
 Æ
"
bx  atanh(tanh(y
1
)tanh(y
2
)
K
1
 1
Y
j=1
tanh(x
j
))
#
For 2s:
P
2
(x) =
Z

1
K
1
Y
j=1
dbx
j
b
P
1
(bx
j
)

1
K
2
 1
Y
l=1
d bw
l
b
P
2
( bw
l
) (224)
 Æ
"
x 

1
K
1
X
j=1
x
j
 

2
K
2
 1
X
l=1
w
l
#
(225)
b
P
2
(bx) =
Z
K
2
 1
Y
j=1
dx
j
P
2
(x
j
)dyR
2
(y)
 Æ
"
bx  atanh(tanh(y)
K
2
 1
Y
j=1
tanh(x
j
))
#
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For 1n we have:
R
1
(y) =
Z
dby
b
R
1
(by) hÆ [y   by   F
n
℄i

(226)
b
R
1
(by) =
Z
K
1
Y
j=1
dx
j
P
1
(x
j
)dyR
1
(y)
 Æ
"
bx  atanh(tanh(y)
K
1
Y
j=1
tanh(x
j
))
#
Finally, for sub-matrix 2n:
R
2
(y) = hÆ [y   F
n
℄i

(227)
b
R
2
(by) =
Z
K
2
Y
j=1
dx
j
P
2
(x
j
) Æ
"
bx  atanh(
K
2
Y
j=1
tanh(x
j
))
#
The typial overlap an then be obtained as in the ase of MN odes by omputing:
 =
Z
dh P (h) sgn(h) (228)
P (h) =
Z

1
K
1
Y
j=1
dbx
j
b
P
1
(bx
j
)

1
K
2
Y
l=1
dbw
l
b
P
2
(bw
l
) Æ
"
h 

1
K
1
X
j=1
x
j
 

2
K
2
X
l=1
w
l
#
(229)
The numerial solution of these equations provides the typial overlap for asading
odes with two signal matries parameterized by 
1
(
2
=  1). In Fig.38 we ompare
results obtained by solving the above equations numerially (Monte-Carlo integration
with 4000 bins) and PP deoding simulations (10 runs, N = 5000) with R = 1=5 and

1
= 3. The agreement between theory and experiments supports the assumptions
employed to obtain the saddle-point like equations.
6.2. Optimizing onstrution parameters
Equations (222) to (229) an be used to optimize ode onstrutions within a given
family. For the family introdued in Fig.37 with xed parameters K
1
and K
2
the
optimization requires to nd the value of 
1
that produes the highest threshold p
s
.
In Fig.39 we show the threshold (spinodal noise level) p
s
for a KS ode with K
1
= 1,
K
2
= 3 and rate R = 1=5 ( = 5). The optimal performane is obtained by seleting

1
= 3 and is very lose to the hannel apaity.
7. Conlusions and Perspetives
In this hapter we analyzed error-orreting odes based on very sparse matries by
mapping them onto spin systems of the statistial physis. The equivalene between
oding onepts and statistial physis is summarized in the following table.
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Figure 39. Spinodal noise level p
s
as a funtion of 
1
for a KS ode with K
1
= 1,
K
2
= 3 and R = 1=5 ( = 5). Cirles: Monte-Carlo integrations of saddle-point
equations (4000 bins). Squares: PP deoding simulations (10 runs with sizeN = 5000).
The best performane is reahed for 
1
= 3 and is lose to the hannel apaity for a
BSC (indiated by a dashed line).
Coding Theory Statistial Physis
message bits s spins S
reeived bits r multi-spin disordered ouplings J (Sourlas)
syndrome bits z multi-spin ouplings J (Gallager, MN, KS)
bit error probability p
e
gauged magnetization  (overlap)
posterior probability Boltzmann weight
MAP estimator ground state
MPM estimator thermal average at Nishimori's temperature
In the statistial physis framework, random parity-hek matries (or generator
matries as in the ase of Sourlas odes), random messages and noise are treated as
quenhed disorder and the replia method is employed to ompute the free-energy.
Under the assumption of replia symmetry we found in most of the ases that two
phases emerge: a suessful deoding ( = 1) and failure ( < 1) phases. For MN odes
with K = 2 or K = 1 three phases emerge representing suessful deoding, failure and
atastrophi failure.
The general piture that emerges shows a phase transition between suessful and
failure states that oinides with the information theory upper bounds in most ases,
the exeption being MN odes with K = 2 (and to some extent K = 1) where the
transition is bellow the upper bound.
A areful analysis of replia symmetri quantities reveals unphysial behavior for
low noise levels with the appearane of negative entropies. This question is resolved in
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the ase of Sourlas odes with K !1 by the introdution of a simple frozen spins rst-
step replia symmetry breaking ansatz. Despite the diÆulties in the replia symmetri
analysis, threshold noise values observed in simulations using probability propagation
(PP) deoding agree with the noise level where meta-stable states (or spinodal points)
appear in the replia symmetri free-energy.
A mean-eld (Bethe) theory based on the use of a tree-like lattie (Husimi atus)
exposes the relationship between PP deoding and statistial physis and supports the
agreement between theory and simulations as PP deoding an be reinterpreted as a
method for nding loal minima of a Bethe free-energy. Those minima an be desribed
by distributions of avity loal elds that are solutions of the replia symmetri saddle-
point equations.
The performane of the deoding proess with probability propagation an be
obtained by looking at the Bethe free-energy landsape (or the replia symmetri
landsape), in this way we an show that information theoreti upper bounds an be
attained by looking for global minima of the Bethe free-energy, whih may require
omputing time that grows exponentially with the system size. In pratial time sales,
simple deoding proedures that simply nd minima beome trapped in meta-stable
states. That is the reason why pratial thresholds are linked to the appearane of
spinodal points in the Bethe free-energy.
For asading odes we adopted a dierent approah for the analysis. Using the
insights obtained in the analysis of the other odes we started by writing down the PP
deoding equations and writing the Bethe free-energy and the saddle-point like equations
for distributions of avity elds. The transitions predited by these saddle-point like
equations were shown to agree with experiments. We then employed this proedure to
optimize parameters of one simple family of asading odes.
By studying the replia symmetri landsape we lassied the various odes by
their onstrution parameters, we also showed that modiations in ode onstrution,
like the use of irregular matries, an improve the performane by hanging the way the
free-energy landsape evolves with the noise level. We summarize the results obtained
in the following table:
Channel apaity Pratial deoding of
unbiased messages
Sourlas K !1 K = 2
Gallager K !1 any K
MaKay-Neal K > 2 K = 1, any L > 1 or K = 2
Casading still unlear K
j
= 1; 2 for some j
These results shed light on the properties that limit the theoretial and pratial
performane of parity hek odes, explain the dierenes between Gallager and MN
onstrutions and explores the role of irregularity in LDPC error-orreting odes.
Some new diretions are now being pursued and are worth mentioning. The
statistial physis of Gallager odes with non-binary alphabets is investigated
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in [NKS01℄. In [KSNS01℄ the performane of error-orreting odes in the ase of nite
message lengths has been addressed, yielding tighter general reliability bounds. New
analytial methods to investigate pratial noise thresholds using statistial physis have
been proposed in [vMSK01℄ and [KNvM01℄ while the nature of Gallager odes phase
diagram was studied in detail in [Mon01℄.
We believe that methods developed over the years in the statistial physis
ommunity an make a signiant ontribution also in other areas of information theory.
Researh in some of these areas, suh as CDMA and image restoration is already
underway.
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Appendix A. Sourlas Codes: Tehnial Details
Appendix A.1. Free-energy
In order to ompute free-energies we need to alulate the repliated partition
funtion (62). We an start from Eq.(60):
hZ
n
i
A;;J
= Tr
fS

j
g
h


exp
 
 H
(n)
(fS

g)

A;J;
i
; (A.1)
where H
(n)
(fS

g) represents the repliated Hamiltonian and  the replia indies. First
we average over the parity-hek tensors A; for that an appropriate distribution has to
be introdued, denoting   hi
1
; :::; i
K
i for a spei set of indies:
hZ
n
i =
*
1
N
X
fAg
Y
i
Æ
0

X
ni
A

  C
1
A
Tr
fS

j
g
e
  H
(n)
(fS

g)
+
J;
; (A.2)
where the Æ distribution imposes a restrition on the onnetivity per spin, N is a
normalization oeÆient and the notation  n i means the set  exept the element i.
Using integral representations for the delta funtions and rearranging:
hZ
n
i = Tr
fS

j
g
*
1
N
 
Y
i
I
dZ
i
2i
1
Z
C+1
i
!
(A.3)

X
fAg
 
Y

(
Y
i2
Z
i
)
A

!
exp
 
 H
(n)
(fS

g)

+
J;
:
Remembering that A 2 f0; 1g, and using the expression (50) for the Hamiltonian we
an hange the order of the summation and the produt above and sum over A:
hZ
n
i = Tr
fS

j
g
*
1
N
 
Y
i
I
dZ
i
2i
1
Z
C+1
i
!
e
F
P
;i

i
S

i
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
Y

"
1 + (
Y
i2
Z
i
)exp
 
J

X

Y
i2
S

i
!#+
J;
: (A.4)
Using the identity exp(J

Q
i2
S

i
) = osh()
h
1 +

Q
i2
S

i

tanh(J

)
i
we an
perform the produt over  to write:
hZ
n
i = Tr
fS

j
g
1
N
 
Y
i
I
dZ
i
2i
1
Z
C+1
i
!


e
F
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
i
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
(A.5)
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Y
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(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J)i
J
X

Y
i2
S

i
+ htanh
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(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J
X
h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2
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Y
i2
S

1
i
Y
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+ :::
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:
Dening h
1
; 
2
; :::; 
l
i as an ordered set of sets, and observing that for large N ,
P
h
1
:::
l
i
(:::) =
1
l!

P

(:::)

l
we an perform the produt over the sets  and replae the
energy series by an exponential:
hZ
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i = Tr
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j
g
1
N
 
Y
i
I
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i
2i
1
Z
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i
!
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F
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(A.6)
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S
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:
Observing that
P

= 1=K!
P
i
1
;:::i
K
, dening T
l
= hosh
n
(J)tanh
l
(J)i
J
and
introduing auxiliary variables q

1
:::
m
=
1
N
P
i
Z
i
S

1
i
:::S

m
i
we nd:
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I
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:
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The normalization onstant is given by:
N =
X
fAg
Y
i
Æ
0

X
ni
A

  C
1
A
; (A.8)
and an be omputed using exatly the same methods as above, resulting in:
N =
 
Y
i
I
dZ
i
2i
1
Z
C+1
i
!

Z
dq
0
dbq
0
2i

 exp
"
N
K
K!
q
K
0
 Nq
0
bq
0
+ bq
0
X
i
Z
i
#
: (A.9)
Computing the integrals over Z
i
's and using Laplae method to ompute the
integrals over q
0
and bq
0
we obtain:
N = exp

Extr
q
0
;bq
0

N
K
K!
q
K
0
 Nq
0
bq
0
+N ln

bq
C
0
C!

: (A.10)
The extremum point is given by
q
0
= N
(1 K)=K
[(K   1)!C℄
1=K
and
bq
0
= (C N)
(K 1=K)
[(K   1)!℄
 1=K
:
Replaing the auxiliary variables in Eq.(A.7) using q

1
:::
m
=q
0
! q

1
:::
m
and
bq

1
:::
m
=q
0
! bq

1
:::
m
, omputing the integrals over Z
i
and using Laplae method to
evaluate the integrals we nally nd Eq.(62).
Appendix A.2. Replia symmetri solution
The replia symmetri free-energy (66) an be obtained by plugging the ansatz (65) into
Eq.(A.7). Using Laplae method we obtain:
hZ
n
i
A;;J
=
1
N
exp

N Extr
;b

C
K
G
1
  C G
2
+ G
3

; (A.11)
where:
G
1
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0
+ T
1
X

Z
K
Y
j
( dx
j
(x
j
) tanh(x
j
))
+T
2
X
h
1

2
i
Z
K
Y
j
 
dx
j
(x
j
) tanh
2
(x
j
)

+ : : : ; (A.12)
G
2
= 1 +
X

Z
dx dy (x) b(y) tanh(x) tanh(y)
+
X
h
1

2
i
Z
dx dy (x) b(y) tanh
2
(x) tanh
2
(y) + : : : (A.13)
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and
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The equation for G
1
an be worked out by using the denition of T
m
and the fat
that (
P
h
1
:::
l
i
1) =

n
l

to write:
G
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=
*
osh
n
(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!

 
1 + tanh(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!
n
+
J
: (A.15)
Following exatly the same steps we obtain:
G
2
=
Z
dx dy(x) b(y) (1 + tanh(x) tanh(y))
n
; (A.16)
and
G
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= ln
8
<
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Computing the integral over Z
i
and the trae we nally nd:
G
3
= ln
(
bq
C
0
C!
Z
C
Y
l=1
dy
l
b(y
l
)

"
X
=1


e
F


C
Y
l=1
(1 + tanh(y
l
))
#
n
)
: (A.18)
Putting everything together, using Eq.(59) and some simple manipulation we nd
Eq.(66).
Appendix A.3. Loal eld distribution
In this appendix we derive expliitly Eq.(68). The gauge transformed overlap an be
written as
 =
1
N
N
X
i=1
hsign(m
i
)i
A;J;
; (A.19)
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introduing the notation m
i
= hS
i
i, where h  i is a gauged average.
For an arbitrary natural number p, one an ompute p-th moment of m
i
hm
i
p
i
A;J;
= lim
n!0
*
X
S
1
;:::;S
n
S
1
i
 S
2
i
 : : :  S
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i
e
 
P
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=1
H
()
+
A;J;
; (A.20)
where H
()
denotes the gauged Hamiltonian of the -th replia. By performing the
same steps desribed in the Appendies Appendix A.1 and Appendix A.2, introduing
the auxiliary funtions (x) and b(y) dened in Eqs.(65), one obtains
hm
i
p
i
A;J;
=
Z
C
Y
j=1
dy
j
b(y
j
)
*
tanh
p
 
F + 
C
X
j=1
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j
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: (A.21)
Employing the identity
sign(x) + 1 = 2 lim
n!1
n
X
m=0
2n!
(2n m)!m!

1 + x
2

2n m

1  x
2

m
(A.22)
whih holds for any arbitrary real number x 2 [ 1; 1℄ and Eqs.(A.21) and (A.22) one
obtains
hsign(m
i
)i
A;J;
+ 1 = 2
Z
dh P (h)
 lim
n!1
n
X
m=0
C
2n;m

1 + h
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
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
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=
Z
dh P (h) sign(h); (A.23)
where we introdued the loal elds distribution
P (h) =
Z
C
Y
j=1
dy
j
^(y
j
)
*
Æ(h  F  
C
X
j=1
y
j
)
+

; (A.24)
thus reproduing Eq.(68).
Appendix A.4. Zero temperature self-onsistent equations
In this appendix we desribe how one an write a set of self-onsistent equations to solve
the zero temperature saddle-point equations (84). Supposing a three peaks ansatz given
by:
b(y) = p
+
Æ(y   1) + p
0
Æ(y) + p
 
Æ(y + 1) (A.25)
(x) =
C 1
X
l=1 C
T
[p

;p
0
;C 1℄
(l) Æ(x  l); (A.26)
with
T
[p
+
;p
0
;p
 
;C℄
(l) =
X
fk;h;m ; k h=l ; k+h+m=C 1g
(C   1)!
k! h! m!
p
k
+
p
h
0
p
m
 
: (A.27)
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We an onsider the problem as a random walk, where b(y) desribes the probability
of one step of length y (y > 0 means one step to the right) and (x) desribes the
probability of being at distane x from the origin after C   1 steps. With this idea in
mind it is relatively easy to understand T
[p
+
;p
0
;p
 
;C 1℄
(l) as the probability of walking the
distane l after C   1 steps with the probabilities p
+
, p
 
and p
0
of respetively moving
right, left and staying at the same position. We dene the probabilities of walking
right/left as  

=
P
C 1
l
T
[p
+
;p
0
;p
 
;C 1℄
(l). Using seond saddle-point equations (84):
p
+
=
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Y
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l
)
#
(A.28)
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) min(j J j; j x
1
j; : : : j
#+
J
:
The right side of the above equality an be read as the probability of making K 1
independent walks, suh that after C   1 steps: none is at origin and an even (for
J = +1) or odd (for J =  1) number of walks is at the left side.
Using this reasoning for p
 
and p
0
we an nally write :
p
+
= (1  p)
b
K 1
2

X
j=0
(K   1)!
2j!(K   1  2j)!
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 
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(A.29)
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(A.30)
+ p
b
K 1
2
 1
X
j=0
(K   1)!
(K   2j   1)!2j!
 
2j
 
 
K 2j 1
+
+ (1  p) 
K 1
 
odd(K   1);
where odd(x) = 1(0) if x is odd (even). Using that p
+
+ p
 
+ p
0
= 1 one an obtain p
0
.
A similar set of equations an be obtained for a ve peaks ansatz leading to the same set
of solutions for the ferromagneti and paramagneti phases. The paramagneti solution
p
0
= 1 is always a solution, for C > K a ferromagneti solution with p
+
> p
 
> 0
emerges.
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Appendix A.5. hJi
J
= hJ tanh(
N
J)i
J
In this appendix we establish the identity hJi
J
= hJ tanh(
N
J)i
J
for symmetri
hannels. It was shown in [Sou94a℄ that :

N
J =
1
2
ln

p(J j 1)
p(J j  1)

; (A.31)
where 
N
is the Nishimori temperature and p(J j J
0
) are the probabilities that a
transmitted bit J
0
is reeived as J . From this we an easily nd:
tanh (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p(J j 1) + p(J j  1)
: (A.32)
In a symmetri hannel (p(J j  J
0
) = p( J j J
0
)), it is also represented as
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: (A.33)
Therefore,
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Appendix A.6. Probability propagation equations
In this setion we derive the probability propagation equations (36) and (34) in the
form (96). We start by introduing the following representation for the variables Q
S
k
k
and R
S
k
k
:
Q
S
k
k
=
1
2
(1 +m
k
S
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) R
S
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k
) : (A.35)
We an now put (91), (95) and (A.35) together to write:
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A
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To obtain the last line we used that the normalization onstant is a

=
1
2
K 1
osh(J

).
Writing the above equation in terms of the new variable bm
k
we obtain the rst equation
(96):
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(A.37)
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:
To obtain the seond equation (96), we write:
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In the new variables m
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By using the identity e
x
= osh(x)(1 + tanh(x)) we an write:
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Computing the normalization a
j
along the same lines gives:
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Inserting (A.41) into (A.40) gives:
m
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= tanh
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atanh(m
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3
5
: (A.42)
Appendix B. Gallager Codes: Tehnial Details
Appendix B.1. Replia theory
The replia theory for Gallager odes is very similar to the theory obtained for Sourlas
odes (see Appendix A). We start with Eq.(116):
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n
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:
The average over onstrutions A is then introdued using Eq.(117) :
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After observing that
M
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we an ompute the sum over A
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K
i
2 f0; 1g:
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:
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We an now use the identity e
x
= osh(x)(1 + tanh(x)), where  = 1, to write:
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:
By following Appendix A.1 from Eq.(A.5) we an nally nd Eq.(120).
Appendix B.2. Replia symmetri solution
As in the ode of Sourlas (Appendix A.2) the repliated partition funtion an be put
into the form:
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n
i
A;
=
1
N
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
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;b

C
K
G
1
  C G
2
+ G
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
: (B.5)
Introduing the replia symmetri ansatz (121) into the funtions G
1
, G
2
and G
3
we
obtain:
G
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;
where we use the Nishimori ondition  !1,  = 1 to obtain the last line.
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and
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M
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2
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
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By using Eq.(115) we an write
f =  
1

Extr
;b

n




n=0

C
K
G
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2
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3
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
; (B.9)
what yields the free-energy (123).
Appendix B.3. Energy density at the Nishimori ondition
In general the average internal energy is evaluated as:
U = hhH(

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
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i
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(B.10)
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;
where the hyper-parameters 

, F

are used in the Hamiltonian H and 

is the
temperature, while , F and  are the atual parameters of the enoding and orruption
proesses.
The Nishimori ondition is dened by setting the temperature and all hyper-
parameters of the Hamiltonian to the values in the enoding and orruption proesses.
If this is done, the expression for the energy an be rewritten:
U =
P
J ;
H(; F ) P

(fJ

g j  ) P
F
( )
P
J ;
P

(fJ

g j  ) P
F
()
: (B.12)
By plugging (106) for the likelihood P

(fJ

g j  ) and for the prior P
F
(); setting
the hyperparameters to  ! 1,  = 1 and F = atanh(1   2p) and performing the
summation over J rst, we easily get:
u = lim
M!1
U
M
=   F (1  2p): (B.13)
Note that this expression is independent of the marosopi state of the system.
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Appendix B.4. Reursion relations
We start by introduing the eetive eld bx
j
:
tanh(bx
j
) =
P
j
(+)e
 F
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( )e
+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( )e
+F
: (B.14)
Equation (129) an be easily obtained from the equation above. Equation (130) is
then obtained by introduing Eq.(128) into Eq.(129) and performing a straightforward
manipulation we obtain Eq.(131):
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where
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The above equation an be rewritten as:
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By introduing the Nishimori ondition  = 1 and  !1 and omputing traes:
exp( 2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where we have introdued
x
j
= F +
X
2M(j)n
bx
j
:
A brief manipulation of the equation above yields Eq.(131).
Appendix C. MN odes: tehnial details
Appendix C.1. Distribution of syndrome bits
In this setion we evaluate probabilities p
x
z
assoiated to syndrome bits in MN and
Gallager odes.
In the ase of Gallager odes a syndrome bit  has the form
z

= 
l
1
     
l
K
; (C.1)
where  2 f0; 1g and  denotes mod 2 sums. Eah bit 
l
is randomly drawn with
probabilities P ( = 1) = p and P ( = 0) = 1   p. The probability p
0
z
(K) of z

= 0
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equates with the probability of having an even number of 
l
= 1 in the summation,
therefore:
p
0
z
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K
X
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p
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: (C.3)
>From equations (C.2) and (C.3) above we an write:
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>From what we nd:
p
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For MN odes syndrome bits have the form:
z

= 
j
1
     
j
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 
l
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     
l
L
; (C.6)
where signal bits 
j
are randomly drawn with probability P ( = 1) = p

and noise bits

l
are drawn with probability P ( = 1) = p.
The probability p
0
z
(K;L) of z

= 0 is, therefore:
p
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where p
x
z
(K) and p
0
z
(L) stand for probabilities involving the K signal bits and L noise
bits, respetively.
By plugging equation (C.5) into equation (C.7) we get:
p
1
z
(K;L) = 1  p
0
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Appendix C.2. Replia theory
For MN odes the repliated partition funtion has the following form:
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:
By introduing averages over onstrutions (117) as desribed in Appendix B.1 we nd:
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:
Computing the sum over A we get:
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We use the identity e
x
= osh(x)(1 + tanh(x)), where  = 1, to write:
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:
The produt in the replia index  yields:
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The produt in the multi-indies hili an be omputed by observing that the
following relation holds in the thermodynami limit:
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with mmax  (N
K
M
L
)=K!L!.
We nd Eq.(173) by putting Eqs.(C.15) and (C.14) into (C.12) and using the
following identities to introdue auxiliary variables:
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Appendix C.3. Replia symmetri free-energy
We rst ompute the normalisation N for a given :
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(C.17)
By using Cauhy's integrals to integrate in Z
j
and Y
l
and Laplae's method we get:
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The extremisation above yields the following equations:
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The variables an be normalised as:
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By plugging Eqs.(C.18), (C.19), the above transformation into (173) and by using
Laplae's method we obtain:
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where T
m
= e
 n
osh
n
() tanh
m
().
We an rewrite the repliated partition funtion as:
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Introduing the replia symmetri ansatze:
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By introduing Nishimori's ondition  ! 1 and  = 1, we an work eah term
on (C.24) out and nd:
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what yields free-energy (176).
Appendix C.4. Viana-Bray model: Poisson onstrutions
The Viana-Bray (VB) model is a multi-spin system with random ouplings and strong
dilution [VB85℄. We an introdue a VB version of our statistial mehanial formulation
for MN odes. The Hamiltonian for a VB-like ode is idential to Eq.(160):
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The variables A
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are independently drawn from the distribution:
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The above distribution will yield the following averages:
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In the thermodynami limit the above summations are random variabels with a Poisson
distributions:
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Sine the variane of a Poisson distribution is given by the square root of the mean in
the thermodynami limit:
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The Poisson distribution for the onstrution variables C and L will imply that a fration
Ne
 C
of the signal bits and Me
 L
of the noise bits will be deoupled from the system.
These unheked bits have to be estimate by randomly sampling the prior probability
P (S
j
), implying that the overlap  is upper bounded by:
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Therefore, a VB-like ode has neessarily an error-oor that deays exponentially with
the C hosen.
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